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BRIEF FOR THE APPELLANTS
Introduction

Rembrandt

Technologies,

L.P.

and

Rembrandt

Technologies,

LLC

(Rembrandt) appeal from the largest attorney's fee award ever imposed under 3 5
U.S.C. § 285, which authorizes awards of"reasonable fees" in "exceptional cases."
There was nothing exceptional about this litigation. Rembrandt acquired the
patents-in-suit from an established innovator; it retained well-regarded patent
counsel, who conducted lengthy and thorough pre-suit diligence; and it asserted
reasonable infringement claims. The litigation initially went well for Rembrandt,
as it obtained a favorable claim construction order. But after Rembrandt's suits
were consolidated for pretrial multi district litigation (MDL), the transferee court
adopted a different claim construction adverse to Rembrandt. Confidential
discovery then revealed that for some of the patents, the costs of continued
litigation outweighed the likelihood of a meaningful recovery. Rembrandt
responded exactly how it was supposed to: it accepted the dismissal of its claims,
and it issued covenants not to sue. It did not seek nuisance settlements, and it did
not press a losing case.
Notwithstanding this utterly unexceptional, though unsuccessful, attempt to
enforce legitimate patent rights, appellees sought attorney's fees. Spinning
accusations of conspiracies and illicit behavior, appellees sought to make an

1
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example of Rembrandt to deter anybody from deigning to enforce patents against
them.
The district court did not endorse appellees' most farfetched charges. Indeed, it
expressly rejected their argument that Rembrandt had brought and maintained the
litigation in bad faith. But the court nevertheless deemed the entire MDL
"exceptional" based on the collective weight of three supposed instances of
wrongdoing: (1) Rembrandt's assertion of two patents that had been improperly
revived by their prior owner; (2) Rembrandt's failure to prevent another company
from destroying documents; and (3) Rembrandt's agreeing to make partially
contingent compensation payments to technical consultants assisting Rembrandt in
evaluating its patent portfolio.
The district court's exceptionality finding was erroneous as a matter of law.
None of these three events constitute misconduct at all-let alone exceptional
grounds for a fee award. With respect to the patent revival: the patents were
revived in a manner that this Court has expressly refused to deem inequitable; the
revival was done by a third party before Rembrandt even knew of the patents'
existence; and the district court made no finding that Rembrandt knew of any
impropriety.
With respect to document destruction: it was conducted by a third party (the
documents' owner, which Rembrandt did not control), pursuant to its records
2
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policy. Moreover, Rembrandt had no reason to think that any relevant documents
had been destroyed, and any such destruction directly contravened Rembrandt's
specific, repeated instruction to preserve all relevant documents.
With respect to witness compensation: such agreements are commonplace in
the industry and have been approved by this Court; the arrangement here was
disclosed to all parties; Rembrandt never sought to introduce the consultants as
witnesses; and the district court made no finding that the consultants made any
misrepresentation, including in their sworn deposition testimony.
The district court compounded these three erroneous findings by relying on
them to deem Rembrandt's conduct throughout the entire MDL exceptional, and in
tum awarding appellees almost all of their fees and costs: more than $51 million.
The court granted this massive award without even attempting to draw a causal
connection between the fees awarded and the alleged misconduct.
The district court also acted on a stale paper record, six years after the fee
motion was filed but had lain dormant. The court held no hearing to resolve
disputed factual issues, requested no updated substantive briefing on the evolving
law, and provided almost no analysis of the applicable legal standards or
precedents. The court's extraordinary order contains almost all of its reasoning in a
few terse footnotes.

3
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Because the district court's decision rests on multiple legal errors, this Court
should reverse.

Statement of Related Cases
On September 7, 2011, the district court entered final judgment in the
underlying litigation. AppxOOO 10-00023. Rembrandt appealed the construction of
U.S. Patent No. 5,243,627, and this Court affirmed on September 13, 2012. In re

Rembrandt Techs., LP, No. 12-1022, 496 Fed. App'x 36 (Fed. Cir. 2012). The
panel comprised then-Chief Judge Rader, Judge O'Malley, and Judge Reyna.

Jurisdictional Statement
The underlying cases were consolidated for pretrial purposes in the District of
Delaware pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1407. This appeal is from an attorney's fee
award entered in that court on March 2, 2017, and the orders that gave rise to it.
Appx00037-00039. Rembrandt filed a timely notice of appeal on March 10.
Appx03284-03287. This Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1295(a)(l).

Statement of the Issues
The district court deemed this entire multidistrict litigation "exceptional"
under 35 U.S.C. § 285 based on the combined effect of three instances of alleged
misconduct, and then awarded appellees over $51 million in attorney's fees and
costs. That decision gives rise to six issues:

4
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1. Whether the district court erroneously held that fees should be awarded on
the basis of two revived patents found to be unenforceable, when the third-party
patent holder in reviving the patents did not make any misstatement about
patentability with the intent to deceive the PTO, and when Rembrandt did not
know about the circumstances of the revival.
2. Whether the district court erroneously held that Rembrandt engaged in
spoliation when Rembrandt never destroyed any documents, and in fact instructed
the party possessing the documents (the prior owner of the patents) to retain all
relevant documents, but the owner discarded them against Rembrandt's
instructions, and in any event neither the patent owner nor Rembrandt acted with
the intent to destroy evidence.
3. Whether the district court erroneously held that Rembrandt improperly
compensated fact witnesses when this Court has held that agreements
indistinguishable from the one in this case are permissible, the consulting
agreetnent at issue did not require testimony, Rembrandt did not call the
consultants to testify, and there is no finding that the consultants testified falsely in
their depositions.
4. Whether the district court erroneously deemed the entire litigation
"exceptional" within the meaning of 35 U.S.C. § 285.

5
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5. Whether the district court erroneously awarded appellees almost all of
their attorneys' fees and costs, rather than only those attributable to any
misconduct.
6. Whether the district court erroneously found the case exceptional and
awarded fees without holding an evidentiary hearing to resolve disputed factual
Issues.
Statement of the Case
I.

Factual background.

Rembrandt is an investor that helps patentees realize fair value for their
intellectual property by purchasing and licensing patents. This litigation involves
nine such patents. Eight of the patents address cable modem technology 1; the ninth
(U.S. Patent No. 5,243,627, or the '627 patent, Appx03383-03394) involves overthe-air signals.
The patents originally were part of a much larger portfolio owned by Paradyne
Networks, Inc., a former AT&T subsidiary. Appx00196. Paradyne was a leading
developer, manufacturer, and distributor of network access products for network
service providers. It held more than 200 U.S. patents at the end of2004. !d.

1

These are U.S. Patent Nos. 4,937,819, 5,008,903, 5,710,761, 5,719,858,
5, 778,234, 5,852,631, 6,131, 159, and 6,950,444, referred to in the Record as the
"Eight Patents." See Appx03288-03382. We refer to them collectively as such, and
individually by the last three digits of each patent.
6
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In 2003-well before it had any contact with Rembrandt-Paradyne learned
that

was interested in purchasing some patents for which

Paradyne had not timely paid maintenance fees with the Patent and Trademark
Office (PTO). Appx00323-00324. Paradyne had not paid those fees because it
believed (wrongly, it turned out) that the patents
and because it believed (also wrongly)
Appx00144, Appx00138, Appx01159-01160, Appx01175-01176.
In December 2003 and January 2004, Paradyne sought to revive certain patents
that had been affected by these mistakes-including two of the patents-in-suit (the
'819 and '858 patents)-by belatedly paying the maintenance fees and filing with
the PTO a standard form petition containing the boilerplate statement that the
delayed payment was "unintentional." AppxOO 139-00141; AppxOO 148-00150.
Paradyne made that statement on the understanding that
-

was, in fact, "unintentional" as the PTO used that term. AppxO 1161-

Appx01162; Appx01174-Appx01175; Appx00138. Paradyne's counsel further
explained that he did not detail the circumstances of the prior nonpayment because
the PTO' s form does not request such elaboration, and his understanding o f .
is that attorneys should
AppxO 1181-AppxO 1182. He also noted that the PTO had not

7
Confidential Matter Redacted
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asked for any further explanation. AppxO 1182. The PTO granted the revival
petitions. AppxOO 14 7; AppxOO 151.
Almost a full year later, Paradyne and Rembrandt entered into a patent sale
agreement (PSA) whereby Rembrandt acquired thirteen of Paradyne's patents,
including six of the nine patents-in-suit. AppxOO 152, AppxOO 164. 2 The PSA
provided that the parties remained "independent contractors" with no "authority to
bind the other party." AppxOO 161 (§ 9 .5). In the negotiations, Rembrandt secured
the right to access and copy relevant documents at Paradyne, Appx00154 (§ 2.7),
as well as a representation and warranty that Paradyne

Appx00155
(§ 3.1.3). Reinforcing that representation, on March 15, 2005, Rembrandt's inhouse counsel John Meli expressly asked Paradyne to "save any material that
relates to patents you sold to us or plan to sell us, including product data that
embodies the patented inventions." Appx00203 (emphasis added).
Zhone Technologies-an equipment manufacturer-subsequently acquired
Paradyne in September 2005. Because Zhone's core business was product
2

The PSA included the '627, '159, '234, '761,'631, and (revived) '858
patents. AppxOO 164. Rembrandt acquired the (also-revived) '819 patent when the
agreement was amended February 6, 2005. Appx00202.
8
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it had little interest in patent licensing. AppxO 1599-1600;

Appx01687. Thus, after acquiring Paradyne, it cut much of Paradyne's former
workforce and footprint. AppxO 1763; Appx02418-02420.
Three individuals who were familiar with the Paradyne patent portfolio formed
a consulting company, Attic IP (Attic), and agreed to assist Rembrandt in
analyzing that portfolio for potential additional acquisitions. The consultants were:
Gordon Bremer, Paradyne's former technology department director; Patrick
Murphy, Paradyne's former Chief Financial Officer; and Scott Horstemeyer, a
lawyer with the firm that had served as Paradyne' s patent prosecution counsel. See
Appx00231.
On February 14, 2006, Attic signed a consulting agreement with Retnbrandt.
The consultants agreed to provide Rembrandt
Appx00240. This included up to
-

each year assisting with patent-portfolio analysis. In return, Rembrandt

agreed to pay a
if any patents were subsequently acquired
from Zhone. Appx00231-Appx00232; Appx00243. 3

3

Rembrandt disclosed the arrangement in March and November 2008 in
response to an interrogatory asking who has "an absolute, contingent, potential or
any other right to a share in any recovery Rembrandt may obtain ... based on the
patents-in-suit." Appx00358. On both occasions, Rembrandt disclosed the
9
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The consulting agreement went into effect on June 9, 2006, Appx00242-the
same day that Rembrandt entered into a PSA with Zhone, acquiring more than 100
patents, including two of the patents-in-suit (the '444 and '903 patents).
Appx00265; Appx00281-Appx00284. Like the Paradyne PSA, the Zhone PSA
provided that Rembrandt and Zhone remained "independent contractors,"
Appx00277-Appx00278 (§ 9.3), and that Zhone would provide Rembrandt access
to documents related to the assigned patents. Appx00268 (§ 2.3). Again, the Zhone
PSA did not provide that Rembrandt controlled Zhone or its documents.
Shortly thereafter, on June 12, 2006, Rembrandt learned that Zhone, pursuant
to its records policy, was planning to discard warehoused documents, including
documents relevant to the patents Rembrandt had purchased from Paradyne.
Appx00318; Appx02792. Witnesses from Zhone, including general counsel Paul
Castor, testified

consultants' contingent interest and pointed to the agreement itself, which had been
produced in discovery. Appx00359-Appx00360.
10
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· Appx003 83 (Linda Punda, the nonlawyer who managed the process, testified that the only criteria for destruction was
; Appx00404-Appx00405 (Punda testifies that

Appx00228 (e-mail exchange confirming
Zhone discarded approximately -

boxes of documents between September

2005 and May 2008, but about 90% of them were discarded shortly after Zhone's
acquisition of Paradyne, and before Rembrandt entered into its agreement with
Zhone. Appx00204 (Punda requests the destruction o f - boxes of documents on
December 13, 2005); Appx00217 •

more boxes on January 12, 2006);

Appx00248 (.more on March 15, 2006); Appx00257 (.more on April 15,
2006); Appx02618 (showing timeline of destruction vs. Rembrandt's involvement).
Zhone discarded documents even though in January 2006-after Rembrandt
learned of Zhone's acquisition of Paradyne, but before Rembrandt knew of the
document destruction-Rembrandt's counsel at Fish & Richardson had issued
Zhone a broad document-retention notice for "all documents that may be related to
the patents-in-suit," including but not limited to "any documents relating to
products that embody any invention claimed in the patents in suit (both technical
and financial documents)." Appx00229-Appx00230 (emphasis added).
11
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In June 2006, after Rembrandt first became aware of Zhone's plans to destroy
documents, it urged Zhone not to destroy documents relevant to the patents it had
purchased, and began to work out an arrangement to preserve them. AppxO 1949. In
response to Rembrandt's inquiries, Zhone's general counsel told Rembrandt that it
was "welcome to have" the files relating to the purchased patents if it wanted them,
but, "if not, we'll likely destroy [them] in accordance with our records policy."
Appx02802. Rembrandt immediately instructed Zhone to send the files relating to
the patents that it had purchased. Appx0280 1; AppxO 1990. Rembrandt arranged
for the Attic consultants to take custody of relevant documents owned by Zhone
(termed the "Documents of Common Interest"), including patent disclosure and
prosecution files, patent maintenance files, inventor files, license agreements and
acquisition files, technical files, and patent marketing files. Appx003 31Appx00338; Appx01963-Appx01964; Appx00872-Appx00873.

Other patent-

specific files were sent directly to Rembrandt. Appx02793.

II.

The underlying litigation.

Rembrandt identified numerous companies that it believed were infringing the
patents it had acquired from Paradyne and Zhone, including leading broadcasters,
cable systems operators, and a television manufacturer. Rembrandt, represented by

12
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Fish & Richardson, 4 filed its first infringement action on September 16, 2005,
alleging infringement of three of the Eight Patents and the '62 7 patent. Rembrandt
Techs., L.P. v. Comcast Corp., et al., No. 05-443 (E.D. Tex.). After Rembrandt
brought similar actions against other accused infringers in Delaware and New
York, several cable modem equipment manufacturers filed suit against Rembrandt
seeking a declaratory judgment that their products did not infringe any valid
patents. Motorola, Inc., et al. v. Rembrandt Technologies, LP, No. 07-752 (D.
Del.).
On June 5, 2007, Rembrandt received a favorable claim construction order
with respect to the patents pending in that court. See generally Rembrandt Techs.,
L.P. v. Comcast Corp., 512 F. Supp. 2d 749 (E.D. Tex. 2007).
Approximately two weeks later, on appellee Coxcom's motion, the Judicial
Panel on Multidistrict Litigation transferred the Texas and New York cases to the
District of Delaware for consolidated pretrial proceedings before Judge Sleet. In re
Rembrandt Techs., LP, Patent Litig., 493 F. Supp. 2d 1367, 1368 (J.P.M.L. 2007).
There, the parties and the court agreed that the litigation should proceed on two
tracks: cases asserting infringement of some combination of the Eight Patents

4

Fish & Richardson was involved in the entire pre-suit investigation and in the
initiation of the litigation, but left the case after the Time Warner defendants
asserted a conflict of interest. See Rembrandt Techs., LP v. Comcast Corp., No.
CIV.A. 2:05CV443, 2007 WL 470631, at *1 (E.D. Tex. Feb. 8, 2007).
13
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would run on one track; cases asserting infringement of the '627 patent against a
partially overlapping set of defendants would run on the other. See Appx00008 n.1.
After consolidation, Judge Sleet vacated the prior claim construction order,
held his own Markman hearing in August 2008, see Appx00008, and three months
later issued his own claim construction orders, which were adverse to Rembrandt.
See In re Rembrandt Techs., LP Patent Litig., No. MDL 07-MD-1848(GMS), 2008
WL 5773604 (D. Del. Nov. 19, 2008) (construing the Eight Patents); see also In re
Rembrandt Techs., LP Patent Litig., No. MDL 07-MD-1848(GMS), 2008 WL
5773627 (D. Del. Nov. 7, 2008) (construing the '627 patent). There were no other
substantive hearings before the entry of the orders on appeal.
On January 6, 2009 (less than two months after the Markman order),
Rembrandt advised the parties that it would covenant not to sue on three of the
patents-in-suit-and after further discovery (including of source code that
appellees had delayed providing) that it would not sue on others. See Appx00450Appx00453; Appx.01740-Appx01741. On July 31, 2009, having re-evaluated its
case in light of discovery and the likely damages, Rembrandt executed a covenant
not to sue and moved to dismiss its infringement claims on all Eight Patents, as
well as the claims and counterclaims against it. Appx02482. On October 23, after
resolution of the terms of the covenant not to sue, the district court granted
Rembrandt's motion. Appx00001-00003.
14
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Rembrandt also determined, based on the claim construction order, that it
could not prove infringement of the '627 patent, and agreed to the entry of
summary judgment while preserving its right to appeal. The defendants sought
summary judgment on additional grounds, which Rembrandt opposed-and the
defendants' motion was denied on July 8, 2011. Appx00009. Final judgment was
entered on all claims relating to the '62 7 patent on September 7, 2011.
AppxOOO 10-AppxOOO 15. 5
Rembrandt thus pursued this litigation seriously, and at great expense. It hired
extremely well-regarded attorneys to represent it at every stage. And all of its
attorneys were paid on an hourly, non-contingent basis. In total, Rembrandt spent
tens of millions of dollars to investigate and litigate these cases.
III.

The fee motions.

On November 16, 2009, both Adelphia Communications Corporation and the
other defendants (collectively "All Other Parties" or "AOPs") moved for a
determination that the case was exceptional under 35 U.S.C. § 285 and for an
award of attorneys' fees. Appx02484; Appx02516-Appx02517. 6

5

Rembrandt unsuccessfully appealed the district court's construction of the
'627 patent claims. See In re Rembrandt Techs., LP, 496 F. App'x 36 (Fed. Cir.
2012).
6

Below, appellees were categorized into two groups: (1) Adelphia, which had
filed for bankruptcy in 2002, and the estate of which was subject to an
15
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The AOPs argued that the case was exceptional because Rembrandt was
responsible for four instances of supposed litigation misconduct: (1) Rembrandt
asserted two patents that were improperly revived by Paradyne; (2) Rembrandt
allowed Zhone to spoliate evidence; (3) Rembrandt improperly gave the Attic
consultants an interest contingent on the outcome of this litigation; and
(4) Rembrandt threatened the defendants with a baseless injunction demand.
Adelphia argued that: (1) Rembrandt's suit against Adelphia was baseless
because it failed to comply with the marking requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 287; (2)
Rembrandt possessed evidence that the on-sale bar invalidated two of the asserted
patents; and (3) Rembrandt engaged in bad-faith conduct before the Bankruptcy
Court for the Southern District of New York.
IV.

The district court's orders.

For years, the district court took no action on the 2009 fee motions.
Meanwhile, the underlying litigation ended. Final judgment was entered on the last
claims relating to the '627 patent in September 2011, and the MDL was
administratively closed. AppxOO 126 (Sept. 7, 2011 entry). On December 6, 2012,
the court deemed the fee motions and briefing to be refiled. Appx00025. But then,
for approximately another year and a half, nothing happened. The court sat on the

administrative claim and related adversary proceeding filed by Rembrandt in 2006,
and (2) all the other parties adverse to Rembrandt-"the AOPs."
16
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tnotion, and appellees did not prompt the court to act. Instead, in February 2014,
the court returned the sealed record to the parties. Appx00027.
In April 2014, the Supreme Court decided Octane Fitness, LLC v. ICON
Health & Fitness, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 1749 (2014). Appellees wrote to the court
highlighting the Octane decision. Appx02719-Appx02720. Rembrandt responded,
arguing that the case had "been closed for more than two and a half years," and
that the record had been "returned by the Court to [appellees'] counsel, and
accepted without objection, more than three months ago." Appx02721. Rembrandt
thus argued that appellees had "abandoned their motion long ago," and thus
"intentionally waived their right" to seek fees. Appx02721-Appx02722.
A. The exceptional case order.

After another year with no activity tn the case, and no further briefing,
argument, or evidentiary hearing, the district court issued a four-page order
denying Adelphia's exceptional-case motion, and granting the AOPs'. Appx00028Appx00031. The district court attributed the delay in issuing the order-four years
after the MDL cases had concluded-to its "own administrative carelessness."
Appx00029 n.3.
The district court rejected the claim that Rembrandt had sued in bad faith, and
further rejected the contention that Rembrandt's legal positions had been
unreasonable. Thus, the court found "insufficient evidence that Rembrandt asserted
17
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its claims against Adelphia in bad faith, even ifultitnately mistaken about the law."
Appx00030 n.5. It also refused to award fees incurred in the Adelphia bankruptcy
court that occurred prior to the MDL transfer. Appx00031 n.5. And it rejected the
AOPs' argument that Rembrandt's request for an injunction had been spurious.
Apppx00030 n.4.
Nevertheless, the court held that this was an exceptional case based on a
combination of three actions supposedly reflecting "the unreasonable manner in
which the case was litigated." !d. (quoting Octane, 134 S. Ct. at 1756).
First, the court found, without citing the record or any case law, that "the
evidence shows that Rembrandt improperly compensated its fact witnesses, in
violation of ethical rules of conduct" because the Attic consulting agreement
provided contingent compensation to the consultants. !d. (citing Model Rule of
Prof 1 Conduct 3 .4(b )-which prohibits inducements to witnesses that are
"prohibited by law"). The court did not identify any evidence supporting its
holding, nor find that any witness's testimony actually was tainted. The court also
did not mention that Rembrandt had disclosed the arrangement. And it did not
attempt to relate the requirements of rules governing the conduct of attorneys to the
requirements of Section 285.
Second, the district court held "that Rembrandt engaged in (or failed to
prevent) widespread document spoliation." !d. The court acknowledged that
18
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Rembrandt itself "did not directly destroy any documents" (Zhone did), but
nevertheless concluded, without identifying any specific evidence, that Rembrandt
had "control" over Zhone such that it "had a duty to preserve or instruct others to
retain certain documents." !d. The court did not discuss the fact that Rembrandt
had issued precisely such instructions to Paradyne and Zhone. It also did not
identify any particular prejudice to the AOPs, but nevertheless opined that the
AOPs' "inability to conduct full discovery of relevant documents was prejudicial."

!d.
Finally, the court held Rembrandt responsible for inequitable conduct because
it "should have known" that the two patents revived by Paradyne "were
unenforceable" on the ground that Paradyne (before contracting with Rembrandt)
had falsely represented to the PTO that its delayed maintenance-fee payments was
"unintentional." !d. The court acknowledged that "Rembrandt itself had no
dealings with the PTO concerning the two patents," but found that "Rembrandt had
sufficient knowledge to learn of the fraud." !d. The court did not cite any evidence
that Paradyne' s revival of the patents had been fraudulent, as opposed to merely
mistaken or improper-nor did it find that Rembrandt knew of any improper
revival, or explain why Rembrandt "should have known."
In concluding that this was an exceptional case, the district court stated that,
"if it had only been a single issue, perhaps the court's view would be different." !d.
19
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"But," the court continued, "the 'totality of the circumstances '-the wrongful
inducen1ents, the spoliation, and the assertion of fraudulently revived patentssupports AOPs' characterization ofthe case as 'exceptional."' Id.
B. The order denying reargument.
Rembrandt sought reargument. Specifically, Rembrandt argued that (1) the
court never found that Paradyne intended to deceive the PTO when it revived the
two patents, as required for an inequitable-conduct finding under Network
Signatures, Inc. v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins. Co., 731 F.3d 1239 (Fed.
Cir. 2013); (2) the court never found that Zhone or Rembrandt acted in bad faith
when Zhone discarded documents, as required for a spoliation finding under Bull v.
United Parcel Service, Inc., 665 F .3d 68 (3d Cir. 20 12); and (3) the court's
wrongful-inducement finding conflicts with this Court's decision in Ethicon Inc. v.
US. Surgical Corp., 135 F.3d 1456 (1998), which held that contingent payments
like the one at issue here are permissible. Rembrandt further argued that the district
court erred in sanctioning Rembrandt without any evidentiary hearing to resolve
disputed material facts, and in treating the multiple MDL cases as a single case for
purposes of its exceptional-case finding. See Appx02757-Appx02758.
After nearly another year, the district court issued a two-page order denying
reargument. Appx0032-Appx00033. With respect to its inequitable-conduct
finding, the court stated that it "has determined that deception [of the PTO] was the
20
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most reasonable inference in this tnatter because Rembrandt intentionally revived
the abandoned patents in a manner that was not routine." Appx0003 3 n.l. The
court did not explain how Rembrandt could be found to have revived anything,
when Paradyne revived the patents prior to forming any relationship with
Rembrandt.
With respect to its spoliation finding, the court acknowledged that it "may not
have explicitly stated that Rembrandt acted in bad faith, but the court found that
spoliation occurred, under facts that support bad faith." Id. The district court did
not identifY any such supporting facts.
With respect to the wrongful-inducement finding, the district court stated that
the arrangement at issue in Ethicon "did not specifically link payment to
testimony," whereas here "the AOPs assert that Rembrandt promised fact
witnesses a percentage of recovery, directly linking payment to testimony." !d. In
reaching that conclusion, the district court did not cite any provision of the Attic
consulting agreement that supposedly established this link.
Finally, the district court "agree[ d] with the AOPs that there is no rule
requiring an evidentiary hearing or a separate determination for each [MDL] case
under the circumstances." !d.
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C. The orders awarding fees.
On September 30, 2015, the AOPs submitted a brief in support of their request
for fees. The AOPs sought $41,310,543 in fees and costs-i.e., "[p ]ayment in full"
for every dollar in fees they expended in the Eight Patent cases (plus interest}without regard whether those fees were attributable to Rembrandt's supposed
misconduct. Appx02730-Appx02748.
Rembrandt opposed the fee request on the ground, inter alia, that the MDL
consisted of separate consolidated cases, variously involving different subsets of
the nine patents-in-suit, but the district court's three findings of wrongful conduct
involved only some of the patents at issue in only some of the consolidated
lawsuits. For those and other reasons, Rembrandt argued that the AOPs were only
entitled to fees attributable to the challenged conduct.
Eleven months later, on August 23, 2016, the AOPs submitted to the district
court a letter and proposed order seeking an additional $10 million in fees on top
of the $41 million already requested. Appx03268.
The next day, the district court granted the AOPs' request for attorneys' fees.
Appx00034-Appx00036. The court denied expert fees, however, explaining that
such fees are warranted only where "the party acted in bad faith, vexatiously,
wantonly, [or] for oppressive reasons," and concluding that no "such finding is
warranted in this case." Appx00035 n.3. The court also denied the AOPs' request
22
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for pre-judgment interest, finding that "there has not been the kind of bad faith
through litigation that warrants prejudgment interest." !d. n.6. Finally, the court
denied the AOPs' request for fees related to Adelphia's bankruptcy proceedings.
Appx0003 5. The court ordered the AOPs to calculate the costs and fees consistent
with its opinion. Appx00036.
On September 7, 2016, the AOPs submitted a proposed order requesting
$51,241,190 in fees and costs, plus post-judgment interest. See generally Doc.
1022-1. Rembrandt immediately objected that the new request: (1) included an
additional $10 million in fees and expenses beyond those approved by the court in
its initial order; (2) added fees for parties and counsel not included in the original
request; (3) included Adelphia bankruptcy fees that the court had denied in its prior
order; and (4) included newly asserted expenses relating to the '627 patent. See
generally Doc. 1027.
On March 2, 2017, the district court issued its final fee order. Appx00037Appx00039. The order gave the AOPs everything they asked for: $51,241,190 in
fees and costs (plus post-judgment interest).
Rembrandt timely filed a notice of appeal on March 10, 2017. Appx03284Appx03287.
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Summary of Argument

Section 285 provides that "[t]he court in exceptional cases may award
reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing party." 35 U.S.C. § 285. The district
court's fee award must be reversed because these cases were not exceptional and
the fees awarded were not reasonable.

I. At every stage of the process, Rembrandt behaved exactly as would a
reasonable party in its position. Assisted by experienced and able counsel, it
acquired patents from well-regarded innovators. In the negotiations, Rembrandt
obtained its counterparties' promises that it had received all relevant information
and documents, and it justifiably relied on those representations and documents to
conclude that the patents it purchased were valid. After conducting a thorough presuit investigation, Rembrandt asserted those patents against industry-leading
defendants, paying its counsel on an ongoing hourly basis, and it pressed its claims
only as long as it was reasonable to do so. After the unfavorable Markman ruling,
Rembrandt did not seek nuisance settlements or pursue a losing case. Instead, as
discovery continued, Rembrandt wound down the litigation and issued covenants
not to sue.
The district court nevertheless held that this entire MDL was exceptional due
to three alleged instances of misconduct. But the three acts the court cited are not
misconduct at all; two of the three do not even implicate Rembrandt (as opposed to
24
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Paradyne and Zhone ); and even taken together, the three do not taint the entire
MDL.
A.l. The court erred in holding that Rembrandt asserted two fraudulently
revived patents. Absent specific intent to deceive the PTO, the improper revival of
a patent does not constitute inequitable conduct and does not support either a
defense of unenforceability or an award of attorney's fees. There is no evidence
that Paradyne possessed the requisite fraudulent intent in stating to the PTO that its
delayed payment of fees had been unintentional. Its conduct therefore was not
inequitable under this Court's precedents. See Network Signatures, Inc. v. State

Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co., 731 F.3d 1239, 1242 (Fed. Cir. 2013).
It follows a fortiori that Rembrandt, which knew nothing about the

circumstances of Paradyne's patent revivals and did not participate in them, cannot
be held liable for inequitable conduct either. Obviously, Rembrandt cannot be
faulted for failure to discover nonexistent evidence of fraudulent intent. And
Rembrandt did everything a reasonable purchaser would do in these circumstances.
It received an express representation in the PSA that it had all the facts relating to

potential inequitable conduct. Rembrandt also paid well-respected counsel to
investigate the patents-and they discovered no issue. Rembrandt thus had every
reason to rely on the PTO' s decision to grant Paradyne' s petitions, and on the
presumption of the patents' validity when it purchased and asserted them.
25
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2. The district court next erred in holding that Rembrandt engaged in
document spoliation. In fact, Rembrandt did not destroy any documents, nor direct
anybody else to do so. On the contrary, the evidence is overwhelming that
Rembrandt believed that Paradyne had shown it all relevant documents. It
moreover had given an express instruction to Paradyne to preserve those
documents. When Zhone later acquired Paradyne, it did not consult Rembrandt
about document preservation-it simply began discarding documents. But once
Rembrandt learned of the acquisition, Rembrandt's counsel provided a document
retention notice to Zhone. Rembrandt did not actually discover that any documents
had been discarded until June 2006, after Zhone had already disposed of more than
2900 boxes of documents (approximately 90% of the total number). When
Rembrandt found out, it admonished Zhone to preserve relevant documents, and it
arranged for the Attic consultants to take custody of those documents.
In light of those facts, the district court's finding cannot stand. Spoliation
requires a finding of specific intent to destroy evidence. There is no evidence that
Rembrandt knew which documents Zhone was discarding, or that it encouraged the
destruction of any document. In fact, Rembrandt's actions refute any suggestion
that it intended for documents to be destroyed at all-let alone in bad faith.
Independently, Zhone itself lacked the unlawful intent necessary to support a
spoliation finding. It discarded documents as a cost-cutting measure. And it
26
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selected which documents to discard based on the dates on the boxes, not their
contents. Appellees argued that the discarded documents included some relating to
the on-sale bar defense, but they have no evidence that those documents were
discarded intentionally to frustrate the presentation of that defense. Thus, Zhone
did not engage in spoliation-and it follows that Rembrandt did not either.
In addition to the lack of bad faith, Rembrandt also lacked control over
Zhone' s documents. Zhone did not consult Rembrandt before it began destroying
documents, and Rembrandt had no right to make Zhone do so, or power to stop it.
More broadly, the PSAs did not make Paradyne or Zhone Rembrandt's agents for
any purpose. At most, they gave Rembrandt a right to access documents in its
counterparties' possession-but that right of access does not make Rembrandt
responsible for the documents' later destruction, even though it tried its best to
prevent that destruction from occurring.

3. The district court next erred in holding that Rembrandt's agreement with
Attic improperly offered contingent compensation to fact witnesses. This Court has
recognized that agreements requiring inventors and other likely witnesses to testify
in subsequent litigation after the licensing or sale of a patent are "very common."

Ethicon Inc. v. US. Surgical Corp., 135 F.3d 1456, 1465 (Fed. Cir. 1998). Such
agreements can and frequently do include contingent payments-and any
suggestion those payments could influence a witness goes to the weight of the
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testimony, not its admissibility. See id. Here, Rembrandt disclosed the agreement,
including the contingent compensation provision, to appellees, making it easy for
them to cross-examine the consultants about any bias. Thus, there is nothing
"exceptional" or improper about the agreement in this case-and a contrary
holding would cast substantial doubt on the validity of myriad patent licensing and
sale agreements, consulting agreements, and employment contracts in the
innovation economy.
The district court's ruling is especially puzzling because the agreement in this
case does not compel the consultants to testify and does not condition any of their
compensation on testimony. Indeed, Rembrandt never listed the consultants as fact
witnesses, and the only reason they testified at all is that appellees deposed them in
connection with this fee application. Moreover, the district court never found that
they testified falsely.
B. In any event, the district court's holding that the entire body of litigation
was exceptional cannot stand. The alleged misconduct here was not the sort of
egregious, outcome-determinative malfeasance that could taint the entire MDL.
Instead, it related (at most) to parts of individual cases within the MDL. The
alleged improper revival related to two of the nine patents-in-suit, as did the
alleged spoliation, and the consulting agreement did not result in any testimony on
the merits of any case. Thus, four patents within the Eight Patent litigation were
28
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unaffected, and none of the alleged misconduct related to the '62 7 litigation at all.
At bottom, the conclusion that this entire litigation was "exceptional" because of
the isolated instances of misconduct identified by the district court is
unsustainable-and doubly so if this Court rejects one or more of the findings
underlying the district court's conclusion.

II. Even if this Court determines that the case was properly deemed
exceptional, the district court erred by issuing such a large fee award without even
attempting to draw a causal connection between the award and the misconduct that
justified it. Fees under § 285 must be "reasonable," and tailored to the statutory
objective of compensating aggrieved parties. But the award in this case bears no
relationship to the alleged misconduct. Under this Court's precedents and the
Supreme Court's most recent pronouncements, that is reversible error.

III. Finally, the district court erred by granting fees without holding an
evidentiary hearing to assess appellees' factual claims that are-at the very leastdisputed. The procedural posture of this case is remarkable. The Eight Patent
litigation ended and the fee motions were first filed in 2009. The motions were
deemed refiled in 2011 and acknowledged in 2012, but the district court did
nothing with them, and appellees did not either. Years passed, and the court finally
acted on the motions in 2015. Despite having ample time, the district court never
conducted an evidentiary hearing. Even though the law had changed, it never
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sought additional briefing. And even though the atnount of fees requested was
massive, the court never requested oral argument. Instead, the court based its
determinations-all conclusory, many clearly erroneous-on a stale paper record.
As the litigation proceeded, the court's positions fluctuated and its findings became
more peculiar: it mischaracterized the facts, relied on flimsy distinctions to dismiss
this Court's precedents, and reversed its own prior determinations, all to award
appellees even more fees. This is a situation in which the district court's findings
merit no deference, and where the need for this Court's guidance could not be
stronger.
This Court should reverse. If it instead vacates and remands, it should provide
clear instructions to the district court about the applicable law to prevent further
errors.
Argument
I.

Standard of review.

This Court reviews an exceptional-case determination for abuse of discretion.
Lumen View Tech. LLC v. Findthebest.com, Inc., 811 F.3d 479, 482 (Fed. Cir.
20 16). "A district court abuses its discretion if it made a clear error of judgment in
weighing relevant factors or exercised its discretion based upon an error of law or
clearly erroneous factual findings." Monsanto Co. v. McFarling, 302 F.3d 1291,
1296 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (internal quotation marks omitted). "A district court must
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provide reasoning for its determination that a case is exceptional for [this Court] to
provide meaningful review." Stephens v. Tech Int'l, Inc., 393 F.3d 1269, 1276
(Fed. Cir. 2004).
The amount of fees awarded is also reviewed for abuse of discretion. Lumen,
811 F .3d at 483. "In cases deemed exceptional only on the basis of litigation
misconduct"-such as this case-"the amount of the award must bear some
relation to the extent of the misconduct." Ram bus Inc. v. Infineon Techs. A G, 318
F. 3d 1081, 1106 (Fed. Cir. 2003 ). "[T]he failure of the district court to take into
account this [apportionment] factor in assessing fees ... constitute[s] an abuse of
discretion." Beckman Instruments, Inc. v. LKB Produkter AB, 892 F .2d 154 7, 1554
(Fed. Cir. 1989).

II.

The district court erred in deeming the litigation "exceptional."

This Court should reverse the district court's conclusion that these cases are
"exceptional" within the meaning of§ 285. District courts may find exceptionality
based on the totality of the circumstances-but "the circumstances upon which a
district court relies must actually exist, and findings that such circumstances do
exist must be justified by the record." Large Audience Display Sys., LLC v.
Tennman Prods., LLC, No. 2015-2040, 2016 WL 6123901, at *5 (Fed. Cir. Oct.
20, 20 16). When a court bases an award of fees on circumstances that "either did
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not occur or were given undue weight," this Court has not hesitated to reverse, or
to vacate and remand. !d.
Here, as the district court itself found, Rembrandt brought and maintained
reasonable infringement actions in good faith. Prior to initiating these lawsuits,
Rembrandt retained top patent attorneys and paid them on an hourly basis to
conduct diligence, relying on their advice and conclusions in deciding to proceed
against industry-leading defendants. Rembrandt did not seek nuisance settlements,
and it never pressed a losing claim. Instead, it litigated the cases zealously, but
wound down the litigation when it became apparent that the transferee court's
claim constructions, together with the size of the potential damages, made it
inappropriate to continue.
Notwithstanding

Rembrandt's

manifestly

reasonable

approach

to

this

litigation, the district court found this case exceptional based on three claimed
instances of misconduct. But these individual findings are incorrect, and the
claimed misconduct does not render the entire MDL "exceptional" in any event.

A. The district court's misconduct findings were erroneous.
1. Paradyne did not fraudulently revive the '819 and '858 patents-and
Rembrandt is not responsible for Paradyne's actions.
The district court held that Paradyne's revival of two of the nine patents-in-suit
constituted inequitable conduct supporting an exceptional-case finding. To prove
inequitable conduct, the challenger must show by clear and convincing evidence
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that the applicant ( 1) misrepresented or omitted information related to
patentability, and (2) did so with the intent to deceive the Patent Office. Network

Signatures, Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co., 731 F.3d 1239, 1242 (Fed. Cir.
2013). 7 The standard of intent is a high bar: gross negligence is not enough, and
"when there are multiple reasonable inferences that may be drawn, intent to
deceive cannot be found." Therasense, Inc. v. Becton, Dickinson & Co., 649 F.3d
1276, 1290-91 (Fed. Cir. 2011) (en bane). A finding of inequitable conduct also
cannot be made as a matter of law when there are disputed factual questions.

Leviton Mfg. Co. v. Universal Sec. Instruments, Inc., 606 F.3d 1353,1362-63 (Fed.
Cir. 201 0).
The district court's finding should be reversed because appellees did not show
that Paradyne made any misrepresentation-much less with the intent to deceive
the Patent Office. What is more, Rembrandt did not revive anything-and so

7

After Octane, "courts differ on the burden that applies to proving inequitable
conduct" in the § 285 context. Stretchline Intellectual Props. LTD. v. H&M
Hennes & Mauritz LP, No. 2:10-CV-371, 2015 WL 5175196, at *5 (E.D. Va. Sept.
3, 2015), appeal dismissed (Nov. 4, 2015). In this case, the "clear and convincing"
standard should apply because appellees' argument is that Paradyne engaged in
inequitable conduct so clearly that Rembrandt should be faulted for not having
known about it-even though Rembrandt itself had no role in the offending
conduct. To hold Rembrandt liable merely because Paradyne might have engaged
in inequitable conduct would set a devastating precedent for would-be purchasers
and licensees of patents. See infra 37.
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should not be sanctioned for Paradyne 's conduct (which was legitimate in any
event).
a. Paradyne did not fraudulently revive the two patents. Appellees argued

that, after choosing to "abandon" two of the patents by failing to timely pay their
maintenance fees, Paradyne decided to revive the patents upon learning that they
had commercial value. According to appellees, Paradyne 's representation that the
delay was "unintentional" constituted fraud. The district court accepted that
argument, holding that unspecified "evidence shows that the Paradyne employees
fraudulently revived the abandoned patents-i.e., the delay was not unintentional
but deliberate." Appx00030 n.4.
This was legal error. In Network Signatures, this Court reversed a district
court's decision finding inequitable conduct. There, as here, the patent holder had a
"routine practice" of allowing "patent[ s] to go abandoned" absent any "identified
commercial interest." 731 F.3d at 1241. There, as here, the patent holder made a
"deliberate decision" not to pay a maintenance fee, believing that there was no
commercial interest in the patent-and then became aware of that interest after the
fact. See id. at 1242. And there, as here, the patent holder filed the standard PTO
form petition to revive the patent, including the pre-populated statement that the
delay in paying the maintenance fee "was unintentional." !d.
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This Court held that the patentee's conduct did not "constitute[] material
misrepresentation with intent to deceive." !d. Even though the patentee had not
explained to the PTO the reason for its assertion that the delay was "unintentional,"
this Court held that there was nothing deceptive about filing the PTO' s required
form without further elaboration. !d. at 1243. It also stressed that "[ o ]n matters
unrelated to the substantive criteria of patentability, but within the authority of the
Director, it is almost surely preferable for a reviewing court not to involve itself in
the minutiae of Patent Office proceedings and to second-guess the Patent Office on
procedural issues at every tum." !d. (quotation omitted).

Network Signatures compels the conclusion that Paradyne's revival of the two
patents was not inequitable. Inequitable conduct requires proof, by clear and
convincing evidence, that: (1) there was a misrepresentation or omission of
information material to patentability, and (2) this was done with the specific intent
to tnislead or deceive the PTO. See id. at 1242. Paradyne's delayed payment-and
its representation that the delay was "unintentional"-has nothing whatsoever do
to with patentability. There also is no evidence, let alone clear and convincing
evidence, that Paradyne intended to deceive the PTO. On the contrary, Network

Signatures expressly vindicates the view of Paradyne's counsel that reliance on the
PTO form is sufficient, and elaboration is unnecessary. See Appx01182. Indeed,
this case is even stronger than Network Signatures because in addition to being
35
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factually mistaken about the level of commercial interest in its patents, Paradyne
had long believed that it had 24 months to make belated maintenance payments in
circumstances like these. Appx00138; Appx00144. Even if that belief was
mistaken, it negates any specific intent to defraud the PTO.
The district court attempted to distinguish Network Signatures In a single
sentence, arguing that the case "applied to a circumstance where intent to deceive
was not the most reasonable inference in reviving the patent." Appx00033 n.l. The
court stated that here, by contrast, "deception was the most reasonable inference
... because Rembrandt intentionally revived the abandoned patents in a manner
that was not routine." !d. That is the plainest of errors because Rembrandt didn't
revive anything. See infra subpart b. Wholly apart from that, the evidence also
showed that the revival was "routine" in the sense that Paradyne and its attorneys
had done it as a matter of "policy"-consistent with their mistaken belief that the
practice was pennitted. AppxOO 13 8. In any event, whether the revival was
"routine" is beside the point: the question is not whether the revival was unusual or
even improper; it whether the evidence of fraud was so clear and convincing that it
"require[s} a finding of deceitful intent." Therasense, 649 F.3d at 1290 (quotation
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omitted). As a matter of law it was not because the record supports a benign
explanation based on mistake. 8
b. Paradyne's conduct cannot support a fee award against Rembrandt.
The district court abused its discretion for another, independently fatal reason. In
its inequitable-conduct finding, the district court stated that "Rembrandt
intentionally revived the abandoned patents." Appx00033 n.1. This is clearly
erroneous: it is undisputed that Paradyne filed the delayed-payment petitions in
December 2003 and January 2004, before Rembrandt was even in the picture-and
nearly a year before Paradyne and Rembrandt entered into the PSA.
That error alone warrants reversal. But there is more. Rembrandt's conduct on
this issue was beyond reproach, as it did everything a reasonable party in its
position would have done to investigate the validity of the patents. It relied on
representations and warranties that Paradyne had provided "all material
information" about the patents-specifically including information "related to
inequitable conduct." AppxOO 15 5 (,-r 3 .1.3) (emphasis added). And, before bringing
suit, Rembrandt hired Fish & Richardson to perform thorough diligence, again

8

The district court did not discuss it, but in Network Signatures the party
expressing commercial interest had unsuccessfully attempted to communicate his
interest before the patents had lapsed. None of the Court's analysis, however,
turned on that fact. Instead, the Court clearly held that it was improper to base an
inequitable conduct finding on the mere use of the PTO's standard form when, as
here, the alleged misstatement had nothing to do with patentability. See 731 F .3d at
1242-43.
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finding no evidence of inequitable conduct or other bars to enforcement.
Appx02813-Appx02815 (describing Fish's investigation); Appx02477-Appx02478
(explaining that pre-filing investigation went on for over a year); Appx02792
(describing document diligence effort). There is no evidence that Rembrandt

actually knew that the patents had been revived improperly, let alone with specific
intent to deceive the PTO. Indeed, had those facts been true-and had Rembrandt
known about them, it is unfathomable that Rembrandt would have paid good
money to purchase and assert the patents.
Unable to point to actual knowledge, and forced to concede that "Rembrandt
itself had no dealings with the PTO concerning the two patents," the district court
nevertheless found liability based on the conclusory statement that "Rembrandt

should have known that the 'revived patents' were unenforceable." Appx00030 n.4
(emphasis added). But this Court expressly held that the "'should have known'
standard does not satisfY" the specific "intent requirement." Therasense, 649 F.3d
at 1290 (citation omitted). While the Court there was speaking of the rule that
applies to patentees before the PTO, it would make no sense to hold downstream
purchasers of the patents-which have no firsthand knowledge of the PTO
proceedings,

and

no

meaningful

ability

representations-to a higher standard.
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In a case like this, to hold that Rembrandt can be held liable for tens of
millions of dollars in fees because it "should have known" not only about
Paradyne's conduct, but about its subjective intent, is to fault Rembrandt for failing
to be omniscient. Such a rule would not only unfairly punish Rembrandt, but also
undermine "the statutory presumption of validity"-an outcome this Court
cautioned against where, as here, the patentee's conduct "did not affect the
issuance of the patent." Therasense, 649 F.3d at 1291; see also Network

Signatures, 731 F.3d at 1243; Spectrum Pharms., Inc. v. Sandoz, No. 2:12-cv00111-GMN-NJK, 2014 WL 7368845, at *13-14 (D. Nev. Dec. 29, 2014). This
Court's caution is well-founded because if purchasers must worry that any
irregularity in a patent's prosecution history might later morph into vtcanous
liability for inequitable conduct, they will shy away from valuable inventions to the
detriment of the patent system as a whole.
2. Rembrandt did not engage in spoliation.

Appellees alleged below that Zhone's destruction of documents after it
acquired Paradyne prejudiced their ability to assert an on-sale bar defense with
respect to perhaps two of the patents-in-suit, and the district court found that this
document destruction supported the fee award against Rembrandt. Appx00030 n.4.
But the record unequivocally shows that Rembrandt sought, at all times, to make
Paradyne and Zhone preserve all relevant documents. Indeed, it did so repeatedly:
39
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On March 15, 2005-before any documents were alleged to have been
discarded-Rembrandt told Paradyne to "save any material that relates to
patents you sold to us or plan to sell us, including product data that etnbodies
the patented inventions." Appx00203.

•

On January 29, 2006, after Rembrandt learned that Zhone had acquired
Paradyne, its outside counsel issued Zhone a document-preservation notice
concerning "all documents that may be related to" the patents-in-suitincluding documents related to "products that embody any invention
claimed" in the patents-in-suit. Appx00229-Appx00230.

•

On August 9, 2006, Zhone's general counsel, Paul Castor, emailed
Rembrandt about the "patent files" stating: "You are obviously welcome to
have them; if not, we'll likely destroy in accordance with our records
policy." Appx00333. Rembrandt responded that same day, instructing Zhone
to "forward the patent files" to Rembrandt. Appx00332.

•

On August 16, 2006, Zhone employee Bremer confirmed that he had sent
the

files to Rembrandt and that he understood that

Rembrandt also wished to obtain
-

Appx00332. Additional files were sent two days later. Appx00335.

Rembrandt also negotiated for Paradyne represent and warrant in the PSA that
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Appx00155 (§ 3.1.3) (emphasis added). Thus, Rembrandt received

documents from Paradyne, and it was assured that it had received all relevant
documents-including those relating to the very defenses appellees are concerned
about here. Rembrandt was entitled to rely on that representation, and there is no
suggestion that Rembrandt ever destroyed those documents or requested that they
be destroyed.
At

the

minimum,

Rembrandt's

justifiable

reliance

on

Paradyne's

representation-and its repeated efforts to prevent Paradyne and Zhone from
destroying documents-rebut any suggestion that Rembrandt acted in bad faith, a
fact that is "is pivotal to a spoliation determination." Bull v. United Parcel Serv.,

Inc., 665 F.3d 68, 79 (3d Cir. 2012). Thus, under Third Circuit law, which governs
the inquiry of this non-patent issue, there is no spoliation merely because a party
"fail[s] to institute a timely 'litigation hold."' E.D. v. Colonial Sch. Dist., No. CV
09-4837, 2017 WL 1207919, at *8 (E.D. Pa. Mar. 31, 2017) (citation omitted).
Applying that law, the court held in St.

Clair Intellectual Property

Consultants, Inc. v. Toshiba Corp., No. CV 09-354-LPS, 2014 WL 4253259, at *45 (D. Del. Aug. 27, 2014), that spoliation sanctions against an NPE were not
warranted when the patents' prior owners had destroyed over 12,000 pounds of
41
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documents, including backup data that "likely ... contained relevant information"
relating to affirmative defenses. The court explained that the spoliation allegation
failed for want of bad faith, because for many of the documents, "a benign
explanation" for their destruction, i.e,, the documents had "aged out under standard
record retention requirements," was sufficiently "plausible." !d. at *4. For other
documents, even though the NPE had control over the documents and a duty to
preserve them, it was unaware of the destruction until after it occurred, and it
believed that the documents had already been copied. !d. at *5.
All of the facts that defeated a finding of bad faith in St. Clair are present here.
First, the record shows that Zhone discarded the documents for benign reasons, i.e.,
pursuant to its "records policy." See Appx00333. After Zhone acquired Paradyne,
it sought to reduce costs by discarding documents stored in warehouse facilities.
Appx01799. There is no evidence (and the AOPs did not argue) that Zhone sought
to destroy specific documents in anticipation of litigation-much less that it did so
with the intent to impair any defense. To the contrary, the evidence shows (and the
AOPs did not dispute) that Zhone's selection of boxes to discard was guided by the
ot

the boxes' content. Appx003 83. It also is

undisputed that the vast majority of the documents destroyed had nothing to do
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with the patents at issue. 9 In other words, Zhone's "destruction was a matter of
routine." Bull, 665 F.3d at 79 (citation omitted). As a matter of law, then, Zhone
lacked the requisite bad faith to sustain a spoliation finding against either it or
Rembrandt.
Second, as in St. Clair, despite having in good faith issued instructions to
preserve all relevant documents, Rembrandt was not informed of Zhone's plans to
destroy documents until June 2006. Appx00318; Appx02815. By then, Zhone had
already discarded approximately 90°/o of the boxes that would be destroyed. Thus,
Rembrandt cannot even be charged with the knowledge of that destruction-let
alone participation or approval.
In addition to those outcome-determinative similarities between St. Clair and
this case, Rembrandt also lacked control over Zhone and its documents. The
general rule is that "spoliation inferences are only appropriately entered against the
party that actually destroyed the evidence"-and here, Rembrandt did not destroy
anything. Gurvey v. Fixzit Nat. Install Servs., Inc., No. CIV. 06-1779 DRD, 2011
WL 550628, at *5 (D.N.J. Feb. 8, 2011). Some courts have recognized a limited
exception to this rule, holding that "sanctions may be imposed on a litigant based
on a third party's spoliation of evidence if the third party acted as the litigant's
9

Rembrandt prepared a detailed analysis of the destroyed boxes,
demonstrating that few, if any, had any effect on the case. A few illustrative
examples are at Appx02830-Appx02832. More than 300 such analyses were
presented below. The district court addressed none of them.
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agent tn destroying or failing to preserve the evidence." Guard Ins. Grp. v.
Techtronic Indus., Co., 80 F. Supp. 3d 497, 503 (W.D.N.Y. 2015) (citation
omitted) (emphasis added); see also State Farm Fire & Cas. Co. v. Steffen, 948 F.
Supp. 2d 434, 446 (E.D. Pa. 20 13) ("The vicarious spoliation theory fails because
State Farm cannot point to any evidence that Nationwide was the Steffens' agent.")
(emphasis added); Rodda v. Joy Mining Mach., 15 F. Supp. 3d 1156, 1160 n.7
(N.D. Ala. 2014). But there is no evidence that Zhone-which entered into an
arms-length

independent-contractor

agreement

with

Rembrandt-acted

as

Rembrandt's agent when it destroyed the documents. Indeed, the PSA expressly
provided that Zhone and Rembrandt were not
Appx00277 (§ 9.3). 10 At most, Rembrandt had a
right to access the documents pursuant to the Paradyne and Zhone PSAs-but

10

Although appellees have attempted to insinuate that Rembrandt, through
Gordon Bremer, directed the destruction of documents, the district court ri
did
not embrace that contention. As the Attic consultin
Appx00231 ( § 1).
Moreover, the evidence shows that Bremer did not make the decision to destroy
documents. That task fell to Zhone's general counsel, Paul Castor, and to Linda
Punda. The "beginning and the end" of Bremer's involvement in the document
destruction was to review • boxes, which Castor then ordered destroyed.
Appx00635; Appx00256; Appx02793-Appx02794. Appellees have never argued
that the material in those boxes was relevant to this litigation.
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access is not agency control, and it therefore cannot give rise to vicarious liability
for spoliation. 11
At bottom, the district court again held Rembrandt to an impossible standard-

i.e., it held that Rembrandt should have known about Zhone's document-storage
facilities and policies, and it further held that Rembrandt should have done

something more (who knows what) to force Zhone to change those policies. Such a
holding would not only conflict with controlling law, but also set a dangerous
precedent requiring every purchaser of intellectual property effectively to take
physical control of all the seller's documents conceivably related to patents sold,
and conduct an exhaustive investigation as to whether any documents are missing.
These unnecessary transaction costs would tax inventors and investors alike,
thwarting the patents laws' purpose of enhancing innovation.

3. Rembrandt's consulting agreement was lawful.
The district court erred in holding that by entering into the consulting
agreement with Attic, Rembrandt improperly compensated fact witnesses 1n
violation of an attorney ethics rule. In fact, this Court has expressly authorized
such payments in the patent context.

11

Appellees cited Mercy Catholic Med. Ctr. v. Thompson, 380 F.3d 142, 16061 (3d Cir. 2004), for the contrary proposition, but that case was about discovery
demands, not sanctions for spoliation.
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In Ethicon Inc. v. US Surgical Corp., 135 F.3d 1456, 1465 (Fed. Cir. 1998),
the inventor of a medical device licensed it to a company in exchange for an
immediate payment of $300,000 and future payments contingent on the licensee's
success in litigation. The Court explained that such agreements are "very
common," and "do not constitute payment for testimony as a fact witness." !d.
Addressing specifically the contingent aspect of the agreement, the Court
explained that "a witness's pecuniary interest in the outcome of a case goes to the
probative weight of testimony, not its admissibility." !d. Similarly, in ESN, LLC v.

Cisco Sys., Inc., 685 F. Supp. 2d 631, 646-4 7 (E.D. Tex. 2009), the district court
held that a patent assignment agreement that included a $200,000 payment
contingent on a non-party's cooperation was not "illegal, unethical or otherwise
forbidden. " 12
Two months ago, a district court in Nevada held that another agreement
similar to the one at issue here was not a basis for an exceptional-case finding. In

Rembrandt Gaming Technologies, LP v. Boyd Gaming Corp., the defendants
argued that the case was exceptional because the plaintiff "gave a fact witness
contingent interests in the outcome of this case in violation of Nevada's Rules of
Professional Conduct." Rembrandt Gaming Techs., LP v. Boyd Gaming Corp., No.
2:12-cv-00775 MMD-GWF, at 2 (D. Nev. March 31, 2017). Specifically, the
12

In ESN, appellee Cisco Systems, Inc. was the beneficiary of the Ethicon rule.
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defendants cited an assignment agreement with Infinity Group, "coupled with
Plaintiffs initial disclosures identifying certain principals from Infinity Group as
fact witnesses." !d. Citing Ethicon, the court held that "[t]he Agreement's
compensation arrangement is not so out of the ordinary to make this case
exceptional." !d. at 3.
Here, the district court attempted to distinguish Ethicon and ESN on the
ground that the agreements in those cases "did not specifically link payments to
testimony." Appx0003 3 n.1. That statement mischaracterizes both the cited cases
and the facts of this one. The payment in Ethicon was in fact conditioned on the
inventor's "agree[ment] to testify" and "render all reasonable assistance requested .
. . to defend or settle" the litigation. 135 F.3d at 1465. And in ESN, the payment
was likewise conditioned on the witness's "testimonies and declarations." 685 F.
Supp. 2d at 646.
On the other hand, and contrary to the district court's assertion, Rembrandt's
consulting agreement did not "specifically link payments to testimony."
Appx00033 n.1. Instead, the agreement required the consultants to -

- · The entire agreement is reproduced at Appx00231-Appx00247. The
relevant language appears in Attachment 1, and describes the "Services to be
performed" by Attic as follows:
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Appx00240.
Appellees and the district court could not identify a single clause of the
agreement obligating the consultants to testify in litigation, and the consultants
themselves explained that they did not understand the agreement to relate to
testimony.

Appx02795-Appx02796.

Rembrandt also

never

introduced the

consultants as witnesses in any court. They testified at all (and even then only by
deposition) because appellees chose to depose them about the alleged

misconduct-and not about the merits. Thus, the only distinction the district court
even attempted to draw between this case and Ethicon (a "specific[] link" between
contingent payments and testimony) is entirely illusory.
It is true that the contingent-payment agreement approved by this Court in

Ethicon involved a payment to the inventor-whereas here the payments were
made to consultants. But that is a distinction without a difference. In ESN, the court
rejected an attempt to distinguish Ethicon because it "involved payments to a coinventor rather than to a former employer." 685 F. Supp. 2d at 646. And other
cases have upheld such contingent payments in a wide variety of contexts not
involving inventors-or even patentees. See, e.g., In re Zenith Elecs. Corp., 241
48
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B.R. 92, 102 (Bankr. D. Del. 1999) (upholding bank's right to testify despite
success fee if bankruptcy plan was confirmed).
If anything, paying a contingent interest to an inventor would be more
concerning than the consulting arrangement here. That is because in any patent
litigation, it is likely that the inventor will be called as a fact witness. See, e.g.,

Voice Techs. Grp., Inc. v. VMC Sys., Inc., 164 F.3d 605 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (noting a
"large body of precedent that recognizes the value of the inventor's testimony")
(citation omitted); Verizon Servs. Corp. v. Cox Fibernet Va., Inc., 602 F.3d 1325,
1339 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (holding that the admission of inventor's factual testimony is
permissible). Thus, if the concern is that conveying a contingent interest in the
outcome of the case creates the potential for tainted testimony, such compensation
arrangements ought to be flatly illegal. But of course, they are commonplace-so
much so that boilerplate Patent Sale Agreements contain similar provisions. One
such form agreement, for example, provides that the buyer shall pay the seller a
"percentage" of "cash litigation and settlement fees" that arise from enforcement of
the patents. Gregory J. Battersby & Charles W. Grimes, License Agreements:
Forms and Checklists,§ 2.10[C], at 2-118 (2013). See also Gregory J. Battersby &
Charles W. Grimes, Drafting Internet Agreements, § 2.06A[C], at 2(b) (2017).
Indeed, Congress has even mandated this arrangement in certain contexts: the
Bayh-Dole Act requires every nonprofit university conducting research with
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government funds to share royalties with inventors. See 35 U.S.C. § 202(c)(7).
There is no suggestion anywhere that the myriad inventors who benefit from such
arrangements are barred from testifying about their inventions, or that such
agreements are "prohibited by law." Model Rules of Prof 1 Conduct 3.4
Nor was there anything special about the consulting agreement in this case that
would distinguish it from the examples above. Here, Rembrandt had the same
reason for paying the Attic consultants as the buyers in Ethicon had for paying the
patentee: expertise. The Attic consultants had know ledge about Paradyne' s vast
patent portfolio that Rembrandt lacked. They were paid to consult on that entire
portfolio-not just on the patents-in-suit-based on that unique expertise.
The district court gave short shrift to this precedent. But there is something
deeply wrong about deeming a case "exceptional" based on an agreement that is
common practice in the industry. If affirmed, the district court's blanket
prohibition on such agreements would hobble both practicing and non-practicing
entities that routinely rely on paid consultants to support legitimate patent assertion
and licensing programs. It would deal a blow to innovation by undermining the
enforcement of intellectual property rights. And it would cast doubt on the
enforceability of myriad existing sale, licensing, and consulting agreements that
incorporate contingent terms, where the seller, licensor, or consultant might be
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called to testify. The level of upheaval if this Court adopts the district court's
reasoning is hard to overstate.
To be sure, it would have been improper for Rembrandt to put the consultants
on the stand while concealing the consulting arrangement. See Creative

Dimensions in Mgmt., Inc. v. Thomas Grp., Inc., 1999 WL 135155, at *2 (E.D. Pa.
1999) (noting that "the concealment of a contingent financial arrangement with a
witness would be unconscionable" but allowing jury to determine credibility of
witness in light of his disclosed financial interest). But it is undisputed that
Rembrandt disclosed the agreement, including the contingent component, to all
parties. Appx00359-Appx00360.
Moreover, even if the agreement had violated a rule of attorney ethics, those
rules "are not designed to be a basis for civil liability." Model Rules of Prof 1
Conduct,

Preamble~

20. And it is unusual, to say the least, that a putative violation

of an attorney ethics rule was used to impose civil liability on a corporate
litigant-even though no attorneys were ever charged with misconduct in
accordance with the procedures required by the District Court's Local Rule
83 .6( e), let alone found to have engaged in improper conduct after a fair hearing.
Finally, it is remarkable that the district court awarded fees based on the risk of
tainted testimony but did not find that any of the consultants testified falsely about
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anything. Indeed, appellees themselves never argued that the Attic consultants lied,
and they certainly did not prove any falsehood.
Consequently, the consulting agreement was a non-prejudicial non-violation of
an inapplicable rule. It cannot be the sort of serious misconduct that would render a
case exceptional.
B. This Court should reverse the finding of exceptionality.
Obviously, if the Court agrees that the district court's reasons for finding the
case exceptional are incorrect, then it must reverse that finding, and with it the fee
award. Indeed, if this Court rejects any one of the previous bases for the district
court's decision, the result should be the same. The district court itself
acknowledged that it was the "totality of the circumstances," taken together, that
made the case exceptional. Appx00030 n.4. Thus, if any of those circumstances are
found not to be culpable, the exceptionality holding should be reversed or vacated.

See Large Audience Display Sys., 2016 WL 6123901, at *5.
In fact, even if this Court does not reject any of the district court's misconduct
findings, it should nevertheless reverse. While exceptionality may be based on "the
unreasonable manner in which the case was litigated," Octane, 134 S. Ct. at 1756,
the "post-Octane decisions awarding fees have concerned egregious behavior."

Gametek LLC v. Zynga, Inc., No. CV 13-2546 RS, 2014 WL 4351414, at *3 (N.D.
Cal. Sept. 2, 2014 ). Examples include cases involving "a pattern of obfuscation
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and bad faith," culminating in "untruthful testimony at the hearing on the motion to
dismiss" by the plaintiff himself, Raniere v. Microsoft Corp., No. 3: 15-CV-0540M, 2016 WL 4626584, at *5 (N.D. Tex. Sept. 2, 2016), and cases in which a
plaintiff falsely claimed to own a patent that it did not own, i.e., conduct that is
"rare and beyond common decency," Alzheimer's Inst. of Am., Inc. v. Avid
Radiopharmaceuticals, No. CIV.A. 10-6908, 2015 WL 1422337, at *3 (E.D. Pa.
Mar. 30, 2015). Fees also have been awarded in cases where the plaintiff's strategy
appears calculated to extract nuisance settlements, instead of testing the merits of
its claims. See Edekka LLC v. 3balls.com, Inc., No. 2:15-CV-541 JRG, 2015 WL
9225038, at *4 (E.D. Tex. Dec. 17, 2015) (citing SFA Sys., LLC v. Newegg, Inc.,
793 F.3d 1344 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (refusing to find exceptional case because of lack
of evidence of improper motive)).
The findings of misconduct here-even if taken at face value-do not rise to
that level of egregious and persistent misconduct. To the contrary, the challenged
conduct involved just some of the patents in just some of the lawsuits; it did not
result in any false testimony or even clearly effect the amount of effort required to
defend any of those lawsuits; and Rembrandt itself played no role in most of the
challenged conduct. Thus:
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• The alleged inequitable conduct relates only to two of the nine patents-insuit (the '819 patent and the '858 patent). No defendant was sued only on
these patents, and they were not even asserted against Adelphia.
• The alleged spoliation related to a possible on-sale bar defense, which was
only potentially relevant to the '159 patent and the '234 patent. While
appellees have attempted to suggest that other pertinent documents may
have been destroyed, they have not explained which other patents, if any,
were affected.
• The Attic consultants never testified on the merits of any of the MDL cases,
and never testified falsely in their sworn depositions.
• None of the alleged misconduct related to the '627 patent, which involved an
entirely different technology from the Eight Patents-and which, despite its
consolidation with the other cases, was on a separate track from the litigation
regarding the other patents. Indeed, the defendants who were only sued
under the '627 patent did not even move for attorney's fees.
These scattered and disparate instances of alleged misconduct are not enough
to justify finding the entire MDL exceptional. In fact, Rembrandt presented the
district court with a document detailing the numerous aspects of each case in the
MDL that were unaffected by the three instances of alleged misconduct,
Appx03216-03260, and the AOPs never contested this showing.
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Independently, the finding that the entire MDL was exceptional is inconsistent
with the statute itself, which authorizes a court to award fees in exceptional
"cases." 35 U.S.C. § 285. The word "case" naturally refers to individual civil
actions. And as the Supreme Court recently explained, "cases consolidated for
MDL pretrial proceedings ordinarily retain their separate identities." Gelboim v.
Bank of Am. Corp., 135 S. Ct. 897, 904 (2015). The act of transferring cases into
the MDL does not create a "monolithic multidistrict 'action,"' nor "imbu[e]
transferred actions with some new and distinctive ... character." !d. (quotation
marks omitted). Here, the district court never explained how the statute permits it
to find the entire MDL "exceptional," nor did it explain which individual cases in
the MDL were rendered exceptional and why. That is a problem because although
the district court relied on the combined weight of the circumstances it identified to
find the case exceptional, not all of those circumstances were present in each case.
Thus, even on its own terms, the district court's reasoning does not support its
conclusion.

III.

The district court abused its discretion by awarding fees that were
not "reasonable."

Even if contrary to all the foregoing the Court agrees with the district court
that the entire litigation is exceptional, it should nevertheless vacate the award of
over $51 million as excessive. An attorney's fee award must be "reasonable," 35
U.S.C. § 285, and the purpose of the fee statute is "to compensate the prevailing
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party." Cent. Soya Co. v. Geo. A. Harmel & Co., 723 F.2d 1573, 1578 (Fed. Cir.
1983 ). Indeed, this Court has held that when it comes to the amount of the fees, the
statute is purely compensatory, and deterrence "is not an appropriate consideration
in determining the amount of a reasonable attorney fee." Lumen View Tech. LLC v.
Findthebest.com, Inc., 811 F.3d 479, 485 (Fed. Cir. 2016).
In light of this statutory purpose, "[a] finding of exceptionality based on
litigation misconduct ... usually does not support a full award of attorneys' fees."
Highmark, Inc. v. Allcare Health Mgmt. Sys., Inc., 687 F.3d 1300, 1316 (Fed. Cir.
2012), vacated on other grounds, 134 S. Ct. 1744 (2014). Rather, in such cases,
"the amount of the award must bear some relation to the extent of the misconduct."
Ran1bus Inc. v. Infineon Tech. A G, 318 F .3d 1081, 1106 (Fed. Cir. 2003 );
Integrated Tech. Corp. v. Rudolph Techs., Inc., 629 F. App'x 972, 977 (Fed. Cir.
20 15). Thus, in a recent opinion, the Supreme Court unanimously held that when,
as here, the purpose of a fee award is to compensate, a district court "can shift only
those attorney's fees incurred because of the misconduct at issue." Goodyear Tire
& Rubber Co. v. Haeger, 13 7 S. Ct. 1178, 1186 (20 17). Awards for "fees that

would have been incurred without the misconduct ... cross[] the boundary from
compensation to punishment," and require enhanced due process protections
available in criminal cases. !d. The Court rejected the argument that the causation
requirement could be ignored even in an "egregious" case, and it also rejected the
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suggestion that temporal overlap could substitute for a clear finding of causation.
I d. at 118 9. 13
Here, the district court awarded appellees over $51 million in fees and costs
without even attempting to attribute the fees it awarded to the challenged conduct.
Indeed, it could not have. For example, the suggestion that Rembrandt improperly
compensated fact witnesses could not have resulted in damages because they never
testified about the merits, and the court never found that they lied. The court also
expanded the award at the eleventh hour without any regard for whether the
additional fees were attributable to the alleged misconduct. Thus, the court flipflopped and awarded fees for the Adelphia bankruptcy-even though the two
allegedly improperly revived patents were never asserted against Adelphia; and it
also awarded fees for the '62 7 patent cases, even though there was no finding (or
evidence) that any of the alleged misconduct tainted that litigation. Moreover, the
AOPs themselves told the district court that "[p ]ayment in full" was necessary not
only "to compensate AOPs," but also for the prohibited reason of "deter[ring]
future litigation abuse by Rembrandt and others." Appx02370. See Lumen, 811
F.3d at 485.

13

Although Goodyear involved a court's inherent authority, the Court made
clear that "[r]ule-based and statutory sanction regimes similarly require courts to
fine a causal connection before shifting fees." 13 7 S. Ct. at 1186 n. 5.
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Under this Court's precedents, "the failure of the district court to take into
account this [apportionment] factor in assessing fees in the present case constituted
an abuse of discretion." Beckman Instruments, Inc. v. LKB Produkter AB, 892 F.2d
154 7, 15 54 (Fed. Cir. 1989). Accordingly, the Court must vacate the fee award
even if it finds that the case is exceptional.

IV.

The district court abused its discretion by ruling in appellees' favor
without an evidentiary hearing.

As the Third Circuit has explained, "[t]he imposition of monetary sanctions by
a court implicates fundamental notions of due process and thus requires 'fair notice
and an opportunity for a hearing on the record."' Rogal v. Am. Broad. Cos., Inc.,
74 F .3d 40, 44 (3d Cir. 1996). That rule applies with particular force where, as
here: fact-intensive questions about specific intent are dispositive; the trial court
never heard any live testimony on the misconduct issues; and there was a long
delay between the activity in the case and the subsequent decision. See Levitan Mfg
Co. v. Universal Sec. Instruments, Inc., 606 F.3d 1353, 1364 (Fed. Cir. 2010)
("[T]he district court could not find Narcisse's explanation to be implausible
without an evidentiary hearing."); WL. Gore & Assocs. v. Oak Materials Grp., 424
F. Supp. 700, 702-03 (D. Del. 1976) ("[B]oth parties should be afforded the
opportunity to take further discovery and, if needed, present evidence at an
evidentiary hearing.").
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The district court's failure to conduct a hearing also critically undermines any
deference owed to its conclusory findings. When a trial court holds a hearing, it
has the opportunity to judge the credibility of witnesses in real time. Appellate
courts rightly defer to such judgments because they recognize the trial court's
superior perspective and familiarity with the issues. 14 But here, the district court's
knowledge of the case was very limited. The only live hearing it conducted was a

Markman hearing in 2008-where none of the issues relating to the fee award were
even raised. In fact, with respect to the issues presented on appeal, this Court has
as much knowledge as the district court, which based its decision entirely on a stale
paper record.
A hearing was also warranted because of how appellees chose to litigate their
fee motions. In the district court, appellees advanced hyperbolic allegations based
on gossamer-thin evidence. For example, in an effort to insinuate that the Attic
consulting agreement tainted Bremer's testimony, appellees cited a single piece of
evidence: a document where Bremer stated that

. Appx02529. Thus, according to AOPs,
14

This was true in the cases the AOPs cited below, which went to trial. See
Digital Reg of Texas, LLC v. Adobe Sys., Inc., No. 12-1971, 2015 WL 1026226, at
*1 (N.D. Cal. March 9, 2015); Pure Fishing, Inc. v. Normark Corp., No. 10-2140,
2014 WL 223096, at *22 (D.S.C. Jan. 21, 2014); In re Cyclobenzaprine
Hydrochloride Extended-Release Capsule Patent Litig., No. 09-md-2118, 2012
WL 95592, at* 1 (D. Del. Jan. 12, 20 12).
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"[ o]nee Bremer obtained his contingent interest from Rembrandt, there was no way
he would testify in 'support' of AOPs-no matter how the record developed." !d.
(emphasis in original). But as Bremer explained,

Appx00902-Appx00903. Moreover, this
language was taken from a memo from Bremer to Patrick Murphy, Paradyne' s
CFO-and not any communication with Rembrandt-and it merely laid out the
type of
. Appx03395. There is no document or testimony
suggesting that Rembrandt even saw this memorandum, let alone agreed to its
terms. And there is certainly no evidence that Rembrandt ever asked Bremer to
provide false testimony, or expected him to do so in his consulting role.
Similarly, AOPs had no proof that Rembrandt knew that the '819 and '858
patents, which it acquired in 2004 and asserted in 2005, had been improperly
revived-let alone reason to suspect fraud. AOPs nevertheless asserted that
Rembrandt sued despite knowledge of fraud, and paid off the perpetrators by
entering into the Attic consulting agreement. Appx02536; Appx02538. The
timeline decisively belies these allegations: the asserted evidence of Rembrandt's
knowledge was all from 2006-well after Rembrandt purchased and asserted the
60
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patents. Appx02538 (citing deposition testimony referring to Appx00320, and also
the Zhone PSA, executed in 2006). Moreover, none of the evidence suggests that
inequitable conduct occurred. At most, the evidence shows that in Bremer's view,
one of the patents had been "abandoned" (Appx00324 )-but even that would not
indicate to Rembrandt that the revival had been improper, especially in light of the
representation Paradyne had made that it had furnished all materials relevant to
inequitable conduct. Appx00155 (§ 3.1.3). The consulting agreement similarly was
made years after the patents were revived-and therefore simply could not have
been related to the revival. Appx0024 2.
We note these examples for two reasons. First, to anticipate the appellees'
conspiracy-theory narrative-which is flatly inconsistent with the evidence in the
record. Second, we note these factual disputes to highlight how strange it is that the
district court ruled on the fee motion without resolving them-or any others.
Although the district court did not endorse appellees' boldest allegations, it held
Rembrandt liable based on findings about Rembrandt's actions, knowledge, and
subjective intent that were all conclusory. While the district court sometimes
referred to "evidence" that it believed supports its conclusions, it never identified
the evidence, or compared it to the contrary evidence. The court's opinions are
inscrutable, and the paucity of reasoning, citations, and factual findings fatally
undermine its conclusions.
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Consequently, if this Court remands (rather than reversing outright), it should
instruct the district court to conduct an evidentiary hearing on any issues that
remain in the case. This Court should also provide specific guidance about the
legal rules governing the inquiry. As shown above, the district court misinterpreted
this Court's decisions in Network Signatures and Ethicon. And its failure to tailor
the amount of fees to the misconduct it found is a glaring legal error. Merely
sending this case back for a hearing, without providing meaningful instructions
about the governing law, would squander an opportunity to clarify the rules and
inevitably waste judicial and party resources.

Conclusion
By mischaracterizing both the facts and the law, the district court erroneously
found this case exceptional. In fact, each of the district court's misconduct findings
was wrong as a matter of law, and its decision based on those findings was an
abuse of discretion. Affirmance would unfairly punish Rembrandt, send a chilling
signal to other inventors and investors, and cast a pall of uncertainty over this
Court's recent precedents. This Court should reverse.
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Respectfully submitted,
Is/Thomas C. Goldstein
Thomas C. Goldstein
Tejinder Singh
Goldstein & Russell, P.C.
7475 Wisconsin Ave.
Suite 850
Bethesda, MD 20814
(202) 362-0636
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ADDENDUM

District Court's Order Dated August 20, 2015,
Deeming the MDL Exceptional ........................................................... Appx00028
District Court's Order Dated August 2, 2016,
Denying Reargument ........................................................................... Appx00032
District Court's Order Dated August 24, 2016,
Granting Motion for Fees and Costs in Part ........................................ Appx00034
District Court's Order Dated March 2, 2017,
Awarding Attorneys' Fees and Costs .................................................. Appx00037
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Case 1:07-rnd-01848-GMS Document 951 Filed 08/20/15 Page 1 of 4 Page!D #: 15098

lN THE UNITED STATES DISTRIC"T COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

IN RE: REMBRANDT TECHNOLOGIES,
PATENT LITIGATION
....

)

MDL Docket No. 07-md-1848 (GMS)

······--·- ·---·······--·····-·····-···-····_)

\VHEREAS, on November 16, 2009, Ali Other Parties 1 (''AOPs") filed a Motion for a

Detenninalion 'l1mt This .Is an Exceptional Case and an Award of Attomeys' And Experts' Fees
and Costs ("AOPs' Motion") (D.L 883);
\VHEREAS, on Novernbcr 16, 2009, the Adelphia defendnnts 2 also filed a :Motion for an
Award of Attorneys' and Experts' Fees and Costs ("Adelphia's Moti<)n") (together with AOPs'
Motton, "Defendants' Motions") (D.l. 88'7);
Vlll.EREAS, on July 8, 2011, the court issued an Order denyh1g the defendants' motion
for summary judgment ofnoninfringcmcnt of U.S. Patent No. 5,243,657 (the "'657 Pat~;..11t") (D.L
920);
V.lHEREAS, on July 13, 2011, the court struck the Defendants' Motions as prcmatun: in
light ofthc (at the time) live dispute regarding the '657 Patent (D. I. 921);
\VHEREAS, on September 7, 2011, the court entered tht! parties' Stipulation for Entry of

Final Judgrncnt and Order {"the Stipulation"). (D.l. 926.) TI1e Stipulation for Entry of Final
Judg1nt..-rtt a..'1d Ordt!r provides that "[p)ursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure Rule
54{d)(2)(B), AOPs and Adelphja individually may renew their respective motions for awards of
attomcys' and experts' fees and costs" and that:
1
At the outset oflitigatiou, tla.' partk!S submitted a Joint Slallt~ Report establishing that "all parties adverse
to Rembrandt, whether they are defendants or declaratory relief c!ainttmts," wouid be referred to as "All Other
Parties!' {D.l. 26 at 1.)

'Adelphia Commun:icutions Corporation and Adelphia Con:;olidation LLC.
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To minimize the burden on the Court and the parties, the motions,
briefing and any supporting material filed by the AOPs (including
Adelphia) and Rembrandt earlier in this case shall be deemed re"·
filed as of the date of this Stipulation For Final Judgment and
Ordea', rendering these motions ripe tor determination by the Court.

(D.l. 926

at~

10 (emphasis added));

WHEREAS, on December 6, 2012, the court issued an order n:>confinning that the
Defendants' Motions were ripe f~1r adjudication, as of September 7, 2011, imd that no further

uciion wus required from the parties (D. I. 935);
\'\l}lERl:i\S, on February 10, 20)4, the court issued an Order and Nmice Regarding
Return of Sealed Documents, which included, among others, the parties' papers !n support offmd
in opposition to the Defendants' Motions (D.L 939);
WHEREAS, the

C{)Urt

having considered the parties' motions, briefing, supporting

documents, and letters;

lT IS HEREBY ORDERED TILJ\T;
1. The Defendants' lv1otion.s remain ripe for adjudication;J
2. AOPs' Motion (D.L 883) is GRANTED; 4

1
The court's December 6, 2012, Order established that the Defendants' Motion:. remained
<:dditkmal action h·om the parties. The coun's administrative Order on February !0, 2014, was not an
the Defendants' Motions were no longer being cunsidcn:d, and the c:omi did not view the deft,ndants' acceptance of
tbeLr returned d<:cumcnts as an express or implied waiver. Rembrandt is corrcc! that the Defendants' Motion~
havtng bee-n
for several yr::u·s, but no! due to any inaction on the pmt of the defendants. Rather, the dcl;>y
was
due to tbe court's own ~drninistrative c.arelessness.

• "Tll,; court in exceptional cuses may awurd nmsonabk attorney fees to the prt\Vlliling party." 35 U.S.C.
briefed tho [.k.fc:ndants' Motions back in 2009, in 2014 the U.S. Supreme Colln
rc.visiteJ !he st<mdard
case" under 285:
is simply one that stands out from others with respect tv
Sll1)stJHltive strength uf a purty'~ litigating pvsiHon (con~idcring bNh the
law aad the facls of the c:ase) or the unrcasonabh:: manner in which.
{:ase was lilignted. Di!itrict comt~ may determine whether a CllSC is
"exceptional" in the case-by-case exercise of their discrc\i()ll, l:onsidering the

§ 285. Although the

s

tmaflty of the circumstances.
See Octane Fitness, LLC V. JCO:V Health & Fitness. Inc:., 134 s_ Ct. 1749, I 756 (20 !4). o~·IWI<' Fitm!SS abo
clarified that parties seeking fees under § 2&5 need only e-stablish their entitlement by a preponderance of the
evidence. fd. at 1758.

2
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3. Adelphia's MOTION (D.l. 887) is DENIED as moot; 5

In ligbt of the evidence addul-<.d hy AOI'$, this <:rrst~ is indeed exceptional. First, the evidence show> :hut
Rembrandt improperly compen$aled its tact witnesses, in violation of ethical rules of conduct. See Model Ruks of
Prof! Conduct R. 3.4(b) (A lawyer >hail not ... Qfler an inducement to a witne.ss that is prohibited by Jaw."); see
also id cmt. 3 ("Th.; common hw rule in
is that it is improper to pay an occ\:rrcnce witm~ss any
fcc for :csti fy mg ...."). l n view of lhe
the court finds thai the fee structure fi.lr Rembr t.ndl 's tile:
;.vitncsses wns umea~wnable and improperly !inked tO the outcome of (he case, giving rise to a considemblc risk of
:aintz~d

tbe 'oun is convinced thai Rembrandt
In (or fni!cil to prevent) widespread doctlmcn\
over 11 number of
Rembr~.ndt argues that
not directly dc:moy any documents ~nd that it
control PVC!' ttwse who
netua\ly commit the spotlmion. But the court is per>!l<ided
the evidence that Rembrandt did lHwt control and did anth::.ipate forthcoming litigation such
a duty to
preserve or i:1struct others to mtain certain documents. AOPs' inability to conduct full discovery of relevant
dcrc\:mcnts 'N"<~S prejudicial.
FinaHy, Rembrandt llhould have known lhat the "revived palcnts" were unenforceable. The parties
essentially agrc~. on the underlying facts: t.hird··pllfty Paradync L1ilcd to pay maintenance fee.> on two patents
resulting in the patents '~Xpiring. Paradyne sutw.Jquently revived the. ab:mdoncd patents, asserting that the delayed
had been uaint~ntiomd. Pamdync then ~old the two patents to Rembrandt who asserted them in these
The evidence shO\VS thar the Paradync employees traudulently revived the abandoned patentS-··:.''·· the
was not untntemional but deliberate. Notwichstanding the fact that Rembrandt itself had no dealings ·with the
concerning the two patents, th1.1 court finds that RembrJndt had ~ilfficient knowledge to !earn of tlm fraud. And
the fact witnesses·-discussed above-were the very same Pamdyne cmph)yces who engaged in the inequitable
conduct. "!Rembrandt} is not so removed fi·om the underlying conduct rendering this an exceptional ~ase under
285 that it should be insulated from the imposition of a fee sanction." See Synlhon IP, Inc. 1'. ?fht:r Inc.,
F.
2d 437,443 (E.D . Va. 2007), aj!'d, 281 F. App'x 995 (Fed. Cir. 2008.).
also •:ontend that Rembrandt "fabricated" a request f()r injunctive relief S•)ic]y as a scare tactic to
exact higher settlements. AOPs acknowledge that Rembrandt made at least St)me effort to compete in the market,
even if 011ly minimally. Th<o~ court cannot say Rembrandt's prayer for injuncttve relief was objectively baseless.
And if the threm of <Ill lnjunction was i!IS lratls.p<~rent as lhey make it om to be, AOPs would not have been
concemed. The coun does not view this as a meaningful considemticn in the overall "exce.ptlonal case" calculus.
Nonetheless, the court still fiuds that the evidence amply supptms a i1nding that this case is exceptionaL
R<;<mbnmdt /it1empts tn wipe it.~ hands of at! wrongdolng, pointing the finger at third pllt'ties. But at a certain Ptllllt,
Rembrandt mtl~i take responsibility for its own massive litigadon. If it had only been a single issue,
the
court's view would be difterc:nt But the "totality of the circumstances" ..~. the '•'lfOngful inducements, the
and the <l$SeJtion uf frHudulcntly (evived
AOPs' characterization of this case as ''e~:CCiiJ!icmill"~.... il
"stands out." Sect Octane Fitness, l34 S.
court will grant AOPs' Motion.
5 In add{t[on to AOPs' l\·lotion (with which Adelphia joins), Adelphia filed a separate motion asserting
individual bases for Hnding its case exceptional. V{hereas AOPs' Motion focused on the "the unreasonable rnMner
ln which the case was litigated" {Le., spoliation, fraud, improper compensation), Adelphia's Motion depends
on the "substantive slrcngth of !'Rembrandt's] litigating position (considering both the governing law and
facts of the
See Octcme Fitness, 134 S. Ct. at l756.
Because
court grants AOPs' Motion, Adelphia's separate motion is moot--it cannot recover on both
rnotions. The court, however, will briefly discuss some of Adelphia's Sttbstantive concerns.
First, Rembrandt only pursued pre-sui! damages agahw Adelphia. As such, Adelphia contends thut
Rembrandt's failure to comply with the marking statute Wi\~ fatal to its ch1itns. 35 U.S.C. § 281 ('·Jn the event of
failure so tO mark, no damages shall be recovered by the patentee in 1111y action for infting<:lmetn, except on proof
th:it !lw infring,er was notified of the infringc.mcnt and continued to intt·ingc thereafter, in wh!ch event damages may
be recovered
for infi·ingement occurring after such notice."). The parties, however, appear to have a good fai!h
dispute ove.r
side bears the burden of identifying historical products embodying the patents. The court finds
that there is in~!JHicient ''vidence that Rembrandt ilS~crtt~d its claims against Adelphia in blld faith, ,~.-~~n ifultimmdy
mistaken about the !aw. The coun cannot say Rembrandt's litigation position is ~.:xceplionaHy unreasonable.

3
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4. AOPs shall submit documentation detailing its requests, along with a proposed
order, on or before September 30, 2015.

Rembrandt shaH have leave to

objections within thirty days of AOPs' submission

me

of documentation. 6

Dated: August20, 2015

Second, Adelphi.a contends thar Rembrandt po!Rlesscd evidence of a.n on-sale bar, which invalidatc.s rwo of
the a~scrted patents. This, lwwever, is not the appmprlate fomm for the court to address what ls an is.'>uc of patent
validity. The pa.tcnu. in question remain valid-as of yet, this court ha.~ not mled nthexvlise, nor has any other. The
cm1rt is not comfortable holding that Rembrandt's assertion. ofstill-valid patents was objectively ba.~eless. None of
Adelphia's cited cases involve a set of facts as this. See Aficrostrategy Inc. v. Crystal Decisions.. Inc.,
555 F. &upp. 2d 475, 479 (D, Del. 2008) (rejetaing tbc plaintiH's "presumption of validity" argument where it
''fitlled to aus\ver wich any evident:e" and where the "'-'tmrt previously held any claim.~ on the fasst.<rted paten:]
im•alid given the clear and convincing evidence of anticipation" (e.mpbasis added)).
Finally, Adelphia contends that Rembrandt's bad-faith conduct bef<ml the Banlcruptcy Court for the
Southt:ru District of New York \Varrants an exceptional case finding, Tht: c.ourt declines to con&idcr actions thai

occurred before liUl)thcr court.
6 Rt."tnbrandi

correctly notes that "[pjrompt flling affords au opportunity for the court to rcSt}lve fee disputt:s

sh(lftly ufler trial, while the services performed are freshly iu mind." Fed.. R. Civ, P. 54 advirory committee's note;,
Indeed, AO?:;' t'ilings were pmmpt, and AOPs provided evidence supporting "a fair estimate:'
Unfortumltcly, the d1~lay in adjudication is primarily the fault of the court.

4
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DlSTR.lCT OF DELAWARE
IN RE: REl'vtBRANDT TECHNOLOGIES, LP

PATENT LI~riGATION

MDL Docket No. 07-md-1848 (GMS)

r..!

ORDER

At Wilmington, this _f..__ day of August, 2016, having reviewed the parties'

C.(mtcntions, the standard ofrcvic·w, and L'lc applicable law;

rr IS HEREBY ORDERED that Rembrandt Technologies, LP's Motion for Reargument
(D.L 9Ci4) is DENIED. 1
Following dismissal of all claims, (D.l. 880), the comt entered an Order ("the Order"), (DJ. 95 l ), re.quiring
fuc" to be paid by Rembnmdt ·rechnologies, LP ("Rcmbnmdt") to All Other Panics ("AOPs".) (See D.L
26 at (a1 the outset of litigation, the pat'ties submitted a Joint Srotus Report establishing that "l!ll parties advers() to
Rembrandt, whether they are defendants or dccla.ratory roiief cla.imams," would be refen·ed to as "All Other
Pa.rtkst). The court held that the case was exceptional for the purpose of awarding attorneys' fees because of(!)
inequ1mbie conduct ou the p<~rt of the prior patent owm~r; (2) sp,)liation b<>sed on g(:nern! disposal of documtln\s by
another prior patent owmlr; and (3) -.vr-ongfu! inducement by Re-mbrandt for \vitne.ss compensation. (DJ. 95 I at n.4.)
On September .30, 2015, Rembrandt f.i.led it;; motion fot reargument and supporting britf, challengiag the court's
·
decision that Rt~mbnmdt's case \VO.s "exceptional" under 35 U.S.C. § 285. (D.I, 964, 966.)
The purpose of a motion for reargument is to "corre,ct manifest errors oflaw or fact or to present nev.-ly
discovered evidence." ,!,da" 's Seafood Cafe ex rei. Lou-Amt, Jm:, v. Quinteros, 176 F. 3d 669, 677 (3d Cir. 1999)
(quoting Ha,..sco Corp. v. Ziomickl, 779 F.2d 906,909 (3d. Ci.r. 1085)). Accordingly, a court may alter or amend its
judgment if the mova111 demonstrates at least one of the f'lllowmg: ( l) a change. in the controlling law; (2)
availability of new evidence not available when the decision was issued; or (3) till: m:l:ld to com:cl a clear 1o1rrm of
law or fact or to prevent manlfc:;t injustice. Sec id.
Rembrandt's argument rests on the alleged violation of two factor.; under t11e Mo:x 's Seafood standard.
According to Rembrandt, due to the. passage of lime, t11e Fee Motions required supplemental briefing to aceoant fi:,r
material changes in the controlling law. (D.L 966 at !.) Rembrandt asserts that the inequitable conduct and
spoliation rulings are now contrary to current Federal Circuit law. (/d.) Rembrandt a lsi> comends that the wrongful
iuduccrneut ruling wa~ an error oflaw. (!d.) Rembrandt urgues rhut under the§ 285 standard in o,·tam:: Fiittess,
LLC v. iCON Health & Fi:ness, lnc.• there was insufficient evidtmce to :.:onclude tba1the case was exceptional. l 34
S. Ct. 1749 ('2014) (the governing standard under 35 U.S.C. § 285 for au "exceptional" detennination is "clear and
couvinci.ug" evidence).
Rembrandt points om dmt to suppqrt an inequitabic conduct claim, a party must prove by clear and
cnnvincing evidence. tbut ( l) there \vas a misrt~presentation or omission of information; and (2) that it wr~s done with
spe1.0ifk. intent to mislead or deceive. ln re Rosul'astatin C'.alcium Patent Litig., 703 F.3d 5! I, 519 (Fed. Cir. 20] 2);
(D.t 966 at 6). Rembrli.Odl rcli~~'l on Nerwork Signatures, Inc. ''· Stvtc Farm lvf,ltual Auto lm-, Co., to argue that

under new c-ontrolling law, there is no inequitable conduct if the former patent ovmer claims that a nonpayment of
maintenance fees was unintentional. 731 F.3d 1239, 1240-41 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (holdulg that non-payment of fees in
a n.wival pi:litiou alo11c not enough for inequitable conduct). AOPs dil;putc that i"letvvork Signature re}m:,scnts a
chat1g:e in law \varra1\ting ret:onsidera!ion (lf whether Rembmndt inequitably t'evivcd parents because it applied the
same standard as prcvim1s Cl>.~cs. (D. L 990 ai 7-·R.) The AOPs also point out that Rembrandt never cited the cu:>cs it
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now relies on for a change in law, de1pite the fact that they occurred prior to the court's Order . (!d. ut 3.) Nor Jid
Rcmbrartdt ml~ a notice of supplemental authority to make the court aware. of the change. (!d.)
The cou11 must agree with the AOPs that Rernbr4ndt's support lhnn Network Signai!Jres does not change
the lc.gal s.tandanL While tVmwork Signai!INtJ app!ic.d to a circumsumcc where iment to deceive wns not tht mnst
reasonable inference in n:vivin& the p;1.tent, 73 t F.3d at 1241-- 1243, th~;; court has determined that deception was the
most reas0ll1lblc infc.rcncc in this matter because Rembrandt intentionally revived the abandoned patems in a tna~ter
that wa~ Mt mutine. The court has been furnished with suffident evidence to conclude that revival of the patent~ in
this ca.se fit into a pattern of miscmtduct, and therefore deception was the most reasonable inference..
Next, Rembrandt <lf!{UCS that under 111ird Circuit law, there is now a tlnding of bad faith required to support
a conclusion of spoliation. See Bull v. Unite.1 Parcel Service, 665 F. 3d 68, 19 (3d, Cir. 2012) (holding that
spolilltiun requires a finding that the accused aacd in ''bad !aith"). Without proof of bad faith, misplacing
document:> as a result of neg.ligence or mistake wlll not constitute spoliation. (See DJ. 966 at 7 .) The AOPs ~:on:enJ
that there was bad faith hcCatJSC Rembrandt knew ofthc destruction and had intent t{) destroy the documents. (!d at
8.) ~vloreover, the AOPs contend that the briefing addressed Rembrandt's intent in destroying documents. (fd.)
The court may not have cxplldtly stated thaL Rcmbr<tndt acted in bad faith, but the court found that
::;polit~tion o..:currcd, mldcr facts that supporl bad faith, The Bull decision itself quoted case law which articulated a
conm:c.(ion between spoliation and bad faith. Bull, 665 F.3d at 79. There is sufficient evidence to support bad faith
spoliation in the existing record, and there has been no error or change in luw to require the court's I'CC\In~idennlon.
Rembrandt next insists that the wrong!ul inducement finding was an error oflaw. (D.l. 966 a! 8.) The
eomt eom:h:ded that Rembrandt had violated ethical rules by impruperly compcns<~iing tact wimesscs, but
Rembrandt asserts Hut: the Order was misappn:hcnd~XI beClluse it is not improper to have an ag.rccmcnt that
pnymcnt contingent on coopcrtition and the outcome of litigation, made in cormcction \Vith ar. 3S~Ignmcnt or
of patent rights. Ethimn, in~. v. l)niteJ States Surgical Corp., 135 F.3d 1456, 1465 (Fcd.Clr.l99&); ESlV, UC v.
Cisco Sys., Inc., 635 F. Supp. 2d 611, 637 (E.D. Tex 2009). AOPs argue that lhe cases c!ted hy Rembrandt an~
distinguishable be(~ause they did not specifically link payments to testimony. (D.1. 990 at 9-10.) For exmnpJt.,, in
E.'IN, the payment was upfnmt, with additional fixed sum p;e~yments condith1ncd on the outcome <Jf Htigaticm, ;m•l
dld not connect paymems to witnes~ testimony. 6X5 F. Supp. 2d at 646-47, lnthc current case, the AOPs assert that
llcrnbranllt promised fact w·itnesses a percentage of recovery, directly linking payment w testimony. As the court's
On!er ~:onc!uded, Rembrandt's \Vitness compensation plan was legally unethicaL Therefore, the coun agrees with
the 1\0Ps that lhc wrongfut inducement finding is unworthy of reargument.
Finally, Rembrundt a!lcgcs that the court CITed procc.durally in deciding the fcc mtJtion on the paper record
after brieilng was stale and without an opportunity for the parti•:s to supplement the record. (D.!. 966 at 2.) In
;tddition, Rembrandt contends that excep:immlity must be. assessed separately for each case in nmlti-district
(fd. Jt JO.) The AOPs respond that courts routinely make exccptional-ca~ llndinp,s without holding an
hearing and there is no rule that courts must evaluate the exceptionality of each case in an MDL
proceeding individually. (DJ. 990 at L) Moreover, Rembrandt did not raise. any objection when the C{)Urt issued ~m
order that the motions were ripe and that no i\ddit.ional briefing W<IS required. (!d. at 4.} The court nwst agree with
AOPs that there is no rule requiring an evidentiary hearing 01' a separate determination for each case under the
circumstances.
The court can flud no misunderstanding or ClTors in law or fact that would cause the court to reverse the
t~xcrcisc of its discretion in granting AOP~;' motion for attorneys' fees, (D.L 95\ ,) Ulthnately, the award nf
aHomcys' fees is entirely within the discretion of the court. See John T. ex ref. Paul T v Del. Cnty. lnimnediate
Unit, 318 F3d 545,55.8 (3d Cir. /.()03). As the District ofDc.!aware LoC<tl Rules specify, "[;n)o!ions for reargument
shaH be sparingly granted," D. DeL LR 7 .1.5, 1!1 cases where ( 1) the oourt has parentiy misunderstood a party; (2)
made a decision 011tside the advers.ariat issues presented by the pnrtie.s; or (3) made an error tlnt of rvasoning but of
apprehension. Shclby::yme, LL(: v. Gemrymc Corp., No. 09-768-GMS, 20!3 WL 3229964, at *2 (D. Del. June 25,
20 13}. The cour: has found no error or change in law or fact and therefore. the motion fur reargument on !his matter
will m)t be gnmted.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRJCT OF DELAWARE

lN RE: REMBR1,\NDT TBCHNOLOGms, LP
PATENT LITIGATION

NIDLDocketNo. 07-md-1848 (OMS)

WHEREAS, on August 20, 2015, the court issued nn order ("the Order") granting All
Other Parties ("AOPs") Motion ftir a Detennination That This Is an Exceptional Case 1 and an
Award of Attorneys' and Experts' Fees and Costs and ordered AOPs to submit docume,ntation
detailing their requests. (D.I. 951);
WHEREAS, on September 30,2015, AOPs filed an Opening Briefin Support of Their
Reasonable Fees Rt.-quest (D.l. 962) and accoruptmying declarations and documentation;
WHEREAS, the court having considered the parties' brieilng, supporting documenl'l, and

letters;

IT IS HERJ2BY ORDEED THAT:
L AOPs' Motion for Attorneys' Fees and Costs (DT 962) is GRANTED in part?

1

The court held that the case WU$ cxcc:ptional for the purpose of awarding attorneys' fees because of( l)
couduct on the pa.1i ofthc prior patent owner; (1) spoliation based on g.cncml disposal of documents by
anothcrprit)r patent owner; and (3) wrongful inducement by Rembrandt Technologies LP ("Rembrandt") for wimes&
comr>cnsation. (D.L 951 at 2---3 nA.)
1
ln l:l<m.\'ley v. Ec.kerhart, the Supreme Court hdd that reasonable attorneys' fees are the product ofthc
bours reasonabiy expended and the applicable hourly rate for the legal services. 461 U.S, 424,433 (1983). This
product is called the lodestar. AOPs have provided extensive documentation to enable an evaluation of
reasonableness. Having reviewed the documentation, the court fmds the rates to be reasonable. {"Only if the
evidence reveals that the rate actually charged is abmmnally high or abnormally low will the Court base au attorney
fee award on an hourly rate at variance. with the bill for legal sesvices that was actually rendered to the client!')
Mathis v, Spears, 857 F.2d 749, 756 (Fed, Cir. 1988) (quuting Chroma!loy Am. Corp, v. Alloy Surfilces Co,, 353
F,Supp. 429, 43! (D, DeL 1973)). While local rate.~ typically apply in dcwx:mini:ng reastmablcnes;;, the court finds
that as complex multi-district litigation, "national" rates are appropriate in this case. Efi Lilly & Co. v. Zenifh
Coldllne PJumn .. Jru:., 264 F. Supp, 2d 753,764 (SJJ Ind. 2003), The Federal Circuit hns approved u.~o oftllc
A.mcrican lntellcctual Property Law Ass:ociation's economic survey in awarding fees under§ 235. Mathis, 857 F.2d
at 755-56; View Engineering, Inc. v, Robotic Vision Systems, Inc., 208 F .3d 981, 987 (Feet Cir. 2000) {approving
use ~)f AIPLA survey tO reduce hourly rates in det~"ffilining sanctions} Tb.J.s was a challenging case call.ing for
it:tt~qllitllble
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2. AOPs' request for expe11s' fees and costs is DENIED. 3
3. AOP'::; request for fees related to Adelphia's Bankwptcy is DENIEIX'

4. AOPs'

reque~t

for fees fbr time spent on secretarial or clerical work is DENJED. 5

5. AOPs request for pre-judgment interest is DENIED. 6

6. AOPs request for post-judgment interest at the statutory rate specified in 28 tJ.S.C.
1961 from August 20, 2015 through satisfaction of the amounts awarded in this order

subsramial time and expertise. However, the detemlinat\on ofthe lodestar does rwt en\! the di~ttict court's inquiry.
461 U.S. at 434. After a district comt determines the lod~,star, its discrc.tion comes into play and it can
fee for u variety of reasons. ld The t~OlHi finds ~cvcral categork'S of fee~ unr<,;t~onable as discussed
'A> the Federal Circuit has recognized, it "is u better practice fi:Jr a district court to analyze expert witness
fh,s separately and to explain why an award
fees under§ 285 is insufficient to ~anctior. the patentee[.)'"
l>4arcTec, U.C ~·.Johnson & Johnson, 664 F.3d 907,
(Fed. Cir. 20!2). Use of this ;nhcrent authority is re~crv~d
for cases where the district court makes a ''fmdlng offnmd or bad faith whereby lhc 'very temple ofjw:;:ice has been
defiled."' Amsted indus. in<:. v. Buckeye Steel Castings Co., 23 F.:Jd 374, 378 (V'cd. Cir. ! 994) (quoting Chambers
v. NAS'CO, lnc., 50! U.S. 32,46 ( 1991)). Courts may consider whether the pany acted in bad faith, vcxatiou:;ly,
for
Meeting the bar tor sanciions ut1dcr a court's inherent power is "more stringem"
§ 285. How/ink Glob. LLC \'. Centris info. Servs.. LLC, 2015 WL 216773, a! "6 {E.D. Tex. Jan.
R, 2Cl5). While, the court has found that this case is exceptional due to misconduct for the purpose ofaw·arding
attonleys' th~s, it will exercise its discretion to deny experts' fees. (Stw D.l. HIOl, Ex. M . ) The Federal Circuit
opink'n in Amsted lndus<ries altows for expert witnes~ fcc awards under tbe coun '$ in herem authority if a cas..:
"goc$ sumciemly beyond 'exceptional' within the meaning of section 2&5 to justify illl award of expert fees as a
sanction under the C(mrt's inherent power." 23 F.3d at 379. The court does not believe that SllCb a finding is
w~wn>ntcd in this case.
4
As sMed in the Order, tbe court declines to consider actions that ()ccm-red bdi:lre anothe.r cmtrt. (D.L 95 l
a: 2"..3 n.5.) Therefore, Adelphia will not receive fees for conduct that occurred betbre the Bankruptcy Court !or the
Southern District of Ne.w York.
s The Federal Circuit has ruled: "The purpose of§ 2l!5 is .. , to compensate t.hc prevailing party !or its
monetary Qutlays in the prosecution or defense oft he suit. , .. We interpret attorney fees to indude those sums that
the prcvullinp, party incurs in the preparation for and performance oflegal services related to the suit." Cent Soya
Co. v. Cleo A. Horrntd & Co.• 723 l:'.2d 1573, !57& (Fed. Cil'. 1983) (citations omitted). Thus, ft~es will be denied
that are not "sufficiently cnmp!ex to justlfy the cflorts of a paralegal[.}" Gen. Prou:cht Grp., Inc. v. Leviton
Co, 122 F. Supp. 3d l t 14, 1149 (D.N.l'vL 20 !5} (quoting Spegon v. Catholic Bishop ofChi., !75 F.Jd 544,
Cir. 1999)).
This dot's not mean that all para-legal and sccrctaria! tasks should be excluded; rather it means that these
costs should be excluded when they do not include tasks that arc legal in nature. AOPs' work spent on secretariat or
clerical tasks should :here fore. be excluded" While the coun will not here review each c.ntry to determine if it Ls
legal, il will tlffer the guidance that copying, printing and distributing court docu:nents a.re no! task$ that arc so
complex as to require !i parale.gt\1. Ysasr v. Brown, 2015 WL 403930, at "41 (D.N.M. JllrL 7, 2015).
6 The Federal Circuit has ruled thilt When "bad faith or other exceptional circumst<mces" occttr, district
courts have authority to award prejudgment interest on the unliquidated sum ofan award made undt~r § 285. Afalhis,
857 F2d at 76!. Under§ 285, the court exercises equitable discretion to determine whether to award prejud&mem
int~~rcst and how to calcul;;~te :he award. Jd In this case, the court finds that there has not been the kind of bad fitith
through litigation that '>V<mants prejudgment interest on the amount of fees awarded.
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is GRANTED. 7
7. The court orders AOPs to calcuLate costs and fees and stlbmit an updated total of

Dated:

August~ 20 !6

; "lnk<:rest shall be alleVI'Cd on any money judgment inn civil case r~x;overed in a di,.trict court . . Such
intemst shall he calculated from 11m d:lle of the entry of the judgment[.)" 28 U .S.C. § 1961.
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lN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

ln re:

}..1DL Docket No. 07 -md-1848-GMS

REivrBRANDT TECtlNOLOGlES, LP
PATENT LITIGATION
Plaintiff:

WHEREAS, on August 20, 2015, the court issued an Order granting All Other Parties
("AOPs") and Adelphia's Motions for a Detennination That Thi:; !:; an Exceptional Case aml an
Award ofAttonleys' and Experts' Fees nnd Costs and ordered AOPs to submit documentation
detailing their requests (DJ. 951 );
WHEREAS, on August 24 .• 2016, the Court entered a further order ruling on Rembrandt's
objections to the AOPs (including Adelphia's) Reasonable Fees Request (DJ. 1013);
\VHEREAS, the Court tmkred the AOPs to submit a revised proposed order in compliance

\Vith the Cmut's August 24,2016 Order;
WHEREAS, the court having considered the AOPs revised proposed order (DJ. 1022),

Rembrandt's Notice ofObjc<.:tion (DJ. 1027), and the AOPs Opposition to Rembrandt's Notice of
Objection (DJ. 1043);
IT lS HEREBY ORDERED THAT 1:

1
The court notes that Rembrandt did not have leave to file notice of objection to the AOPs Final Proposed
Order. Nevertheless, the court will address relevant objections out of an abundance of caution to Rembrandt's
substantive right<>.
Rembrandt ohject& to the revised proposed order, arguing it is pmt:edurally and stthstanti vely flllwed, because
it iodudt$ the following: (l) an additional $7-l 0.5 mlllion in fees and c.xpen.;;cs, (2) new pa.rties 1md four C()tmsel that
weru not iaclmlcd in the m:iginc.l request, (3) ba11kn1ptcy fees and CXI)Cfi.Se..'i which the Ct)Uft exptt:stily precluded, and
(4) newly assc11ed expenses relating !o the '627 patent (D.L 1027 at 4.) Particularly, Rembrandt asser',.<; that -.vaiver
or equitable estoppel bars the relevant AOPs from unilaterally arucnding their fcc request to see additional fees at~J
claims ti1c proposed umeadmeutpre~udices Rembrandt. (/d. at6·7.) In re1;pouse, the i\OPs argue that it inadvt::rtcnHy
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1,

Plaintiff shall pay the fees and costs listed below:

omitted u1formation from its proposed order <md that the revision identified a l'mrection in the prnposcd order to mllke
it consist<~nl with the fully supported fcc application, (DJ. l04l at 7-!L)
The court is not convinced by Rembrandt's ~bjections, Rcmbnmdt seeks to elevate fo:rn ove:r subswnce,
aS<>crting thut the AOPs did not follmv the necessary pmcedure tu mru:md their fee requei~L {D.l. 1027 at 4.) First, the
AOI's revised proposed ordt::r includes fi.">CS and expenses Sl:brnittcd with lhc do<:1ancntation in their final fee
submL~skln. (D.L 962.) The court. docs not view the correction of the t.1bulation error as a substantive application, a,s
in!ionifylw!lllntern.lnc. v. Audio vox Commw1. Corp., 2005 \\"L2465&98, at *I n.3 (D. Del. }.•lay 18, 2005), for which
the Ci,lUrt requires a motion. Accepting the AOPs explunat.ion., the. court finds that Rembrandt bas not bc<:n prejudinxl
und the record belies nny waiver ofre.\evfillt fees. ln fact, the AOPs point to Rembrandt's own briefing and dechtrations
in oppQsition to the fe.e submission, which demonstrates Rtm1brandt's knowledge of the Cox and Adelphia fees and
costs n:qm::st 1-c!ipe<.:tively, (D.L 994 a\ l; 1001, ,n12J, 61, 68.)
Rembrandt also objects \o expc.nses re.)ated to the '627 patent. (DJ. 1027 at J0-1 L) The AOI's assert tllat
they h$ve mat.k timely applico:~tions for fees incurred relating to the '627 patent, citing the AOPs' Opening Brief in
Sttpport of Their Rea~ooablc Attorney Fees Request wJuch provided detailed calcolalions of uttomeys' lees and costs
in connection with the '627 pawnt. (D.l. 961 at 6 n.2; D.L 965; DJ. 970; DJ. 971; DJ. 975.) The court agrees.
Because the.rc is neither evi.dt~nce of prejudice to Rmnbrandl nor grounds to exclude, the t:ourt will award fees and
costs attdbutab1e \O the "627 paten! litigation.
Finally, Rcmbrulldt ol.vects to fees and C(>sts related to the Adelphia Bankruptcy that were precluded by the
court's fee. order. (DJ. 1027 al 10.) As Rembrandt correctly notes, the court expressly denied fees related to
Adelphia's Bankruptcy. This limitation, how()ver, does not preclude <m aw;;.rd o!'fces in~urnxi defending the cau&es
of actinn that Rembrandt brought ag<tin.Sl Adclphi11 in tht'· bankruptcy court that were ultimately consolidakd in the
abow.captk)ne4 multl·dist:·ict litigation. Such a rcSlllt would be inappropriate and deprive Adclph.in of rcasorulb!c
attorneys' fees. ru;d costs absent evidence of a double recovery or prejudice !o Rembrandt. A.."> a result, the court
concludes that it i1> n,;a£onable to aw;:ud Adelphia e.xp<.::ns·es relating to the Rembrandt litignliou while it was pcudiug
in the Bankruptcy Court ibr the Southern District of New Yor.k.
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§ 1961 (a). Post-judgment interest on the amounts listed in paragraph l of this Order shall accrue
in a total amount of $537.28 per day, begitming August 20, 2015, until the judgment is satisi1cd,
and shall be paid to each defendant in proportion to the total1ees and costs owed to that defendant

Interest shalt he C\)tnpounded annually, as specified by 28 U.S.C. §1961(b).
3.

Plaintiff:<> shall further pay the fees and costs listed bdo•v:

4.

The appliuablc post-judgment interest rate is 0.58'7\l,

a.<>

set forth in 28 tl.S.C.

§1961(a). Post-judgment interest on the amounts listed in paragraph 3 of this Order shall accrue
in a total amount of $15.21 per day, beginning August 24, 2016, until the judgment is satisfied,
and shaH be paid to each defendant in proportion to the total fees and costs owed to that defendant.
lnlerest shall be compounded annually, as specified by 28 U.S.C. §1961(b).

Dated: March 1:::_, 2017
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because it contains 13,925 words, excluding the parts of the brief exempted by
Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 32(f).
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Procedure 32(a)(5) and the type style requirements of federal Rule of Appellate
Procedure 32(a)(6) because it was prepared in Times New Roman size 14 font, a
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This brief does not comply with the word count limitations set forth in Fed. Cir. R.
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